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Executive Summary

Despite years of negotiations, the United States, North Korea, and South Korea remain locked in a dangerous standoff. This stalemate perpetuates the worsening security crisis on the Korean Peninsula, which poses an existential threat to millions of people.

This crisis is a direct result of the unresolved Korean War, which was halted only by a fragile armistice and is the root cause of tensions and hostilities on the Korean Peninsula. The unresolved state of the Korean War fuels increasing militarization and carries major political and economic costs.

Attempts to force North Korea’s unilateral denuclearization through pressure have continuously failed. To assess how a peace-first approach can help resolve the security crisis on the Korean Peninsula, the Korea Peace Now! campaign has produced the present report to examine the political and legal ramifications of a peace agreement. The authors examine the implications that a peace agreement would have on top US priorities, including the nuclear dispute, the human rights situation, and the US–South Korean alliance. Additionally, the report highlights the legal and practical reasons for including women in a peace process to end the Korean War.

Key Findings

The first step in resolving the armed standoff should be to agree to forgo use of force in its resolution. This mutually beneficial ground rule would sap the tensions driving the main security risks, the uncontrolled militarization, and the human costs of war.

A peace agreement including the United States and the two Koreas would bindingly end the state of war, recognizing that wartime rights to use force have ended once and for all. Other commonly proposed instruments, such as end-of-war declarations, nonaggression agreements, or normalization agreements, do not necessarily end a state of war.

A peace agreement would reduce the risk of nuclear war and facilitate talks on disarmament or arms control. A peace agreement that ends the wartime status quo and enables the normalization of US–North Korean relations may create the conditions for more effective engagement on denuclearization by curbing the security risks fueling North Korea’s pursuit of nuclear weapons. A peace agreement would not legally imply recognition of North Korea as a “nuclear weapons state.”

The unresolved Korean War has had a negative human rights impact on all parties. Governments have diverted resources toward militarism and away from people’s welfare and have imposed restrictions on civil liberties in the name of security. Pressure has failed to improve human rights. While a peace agreement to resolve the Korean War is not a panacea, it would improve people’s lives, sap the militarism that undergirds abuses, and create the conditions to engage more effectively on human rights.

A peace agreement would also improve the national security of South Korea and the United States and create space to recalibrate their relationship in ways that better fit contemporary circumstances and interests. A peace agreement would not legally imply the end of the alliance or a withdrawal of US troops, unless otherwise specified. It would imply dissolution of the Armistice and the “UN Command.”

Women have a particular stake in resolving the Korean War due to the gendered impacts of war and militarism. Despite a rich history of organizing through grassroots action on the Peninsula and internationally, only very few have been invited to formal peacemaking initiatives. Several sources of international law, including the Women, Peace, and Security framework, mandate women’s inclusion. Research shows that such inclusion contributes to more durable peace.

The report recommends that the United States, South Korea, and North Korea immediately conclude a fair and binding peace agreement that acts as a final settlement of the war and serves as a foundation for a peace regime.
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Introduction

Despite several meetings between the leaders of the United States and North Korea (Democratic People’s Republic of Korea/DPRK) in recent years, the two countries have failed to make meaningful progress in negotiations on peace and denuclearization. This stalemate perpetuates the worsening security crisis on the Korean Peninsula, which has remained a vexing problem for current and past US administrations and poses an existential threat to millions of people on the Korean Peninsula, in Northeast Asia and the United States, and around the world.

For the last 30 years, the United States has tried to force North Korea to unilaterally denuclearize. While there have been some agreements, these eventually collapsed, and over time both sides increasingly hardened their position. The more the United States engaged in a coercive diplomacy leveraging military shows of force, economic sanctions, and diplomatic isolation, the more North Korea pursued economic self-reliance and nuclear weapons development. Despite being one of the most isolated, pressured, and sanctioned countries in the world, North Korea now has more nuclear weapons than ever, and its intercontinental ballistic missiles may have the capability to strike anywhere on the US mainland.¹

The United States and North Korea came dangerously close to military action in 2017,² when US President Donald Trump threatened to “totally destroy North Korea”³ and Pyongyang responded that its “rocket” would inevitably “visit” the US mainland.⁴ Tensions receded in 2018 after the conclusion of confidence-building agreements between North Korea and South Korea (Republic of Korea/ROK) and between the United States and North Korea. In the Panmunjom Declaration of April 2018, the two Koreas called for a peace agreement in talks with the United States and potentially China.⁵ A couple of months later, in June 2018, Washington and Pyongyang adopted the Singapore Declaration, in which they committed to establish “new U.S.-DPRK relations” based on “peace and prosperity.”⁶ Those declarations also included a commitment to work toward the “denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula.”

However, Trump maintained maximum pressure and demanded at the Hanoi Summit of February 2019 that North Korea fully dismantle its nuclear weapons program, including chemical and biological weapons and ballistic missiles, which North Korea rejected.⁷ US intelligence had warned for years that North Korea was unlikely to denuclearize, as it saw its nuclear weapons as a “ticket to survival.”⁸ In January 2020, Kim Jong Un gave up on talks, making it clear he didn’t see sanctions
This crisis is a direct result of the unresolved Korean War, which was halted only by a fragile armistice 67 years ago and is the root cause of tensions and hostilities on the Korean Peninsula. While the consequences of this long-delayed peace unfold, most clearly in the nuclear crises that inflame US–North Korean relations, the ongoing state of war exacerbates human suffering through the continued division, displacement, and deprivation of people in the region. Formally ending the Korean War with a peace agreement would improve the security of all sides and help create better conditions for denuclearization. A peace agreement would also positively impact human rights and inter-Korean relations, as well as allow the reunion of tens of thousands of families that have remained separated for three generations and whose time is running out.

For all of these reasons, Korea Peace Now! Women Mobilizing to End the War, a global coalition of women’s peace groups, is calling for an official end to the Korean War with the signing of a peace agreement and women's inclusion in the peace process. The inclusion of women and civil society groups in peace processes, in particular, has been shown to improve outcomes and is mandated by international law and national law in the United States, South Korea, and dozens of other countries. However, thus far, very few women have been involved in official talks on the resolution of the security crisis in Korea. Furthermore, our goals include the tangible demilitarization of the Korean Peninsula and redefining security away from militarism and war and toward a feminist understanding that centers human needs and ecological sustainability.

Few reports have focused specifically on a peace agreement as the main mechanism to resolve the security crisis on the Korean Peninsula. Most reports attempt to resolve the nuclear dispute without first ending the war that fuels it. Those that address a peace agreement at all often raise concerns about its possible impact on denuclearization, human rights issues, or the future of the US–ROK alliance. In the United States, there are still calls to focus on what would effectively be a North Korean surrender: forcing the unilateral disarmament of the country through pressure. Decades of failure in the pursuit of this goal have led to growing recognition of its limits and risks, including the threat of renewed conflict, nuclear proliferation, and the ongoing human costs of war. Alternatively, diplomacy-oriented proposals focus on phased trust-building and threat-reduction processes to address the insecurities at the root of the crisis. The current deadlock and reversal of gains following the 2018 diplomatic break-through highlights how vulnerable these multi-stage processes remain.

This report argues for a new approach that prioritizes a final settlement of the Korean War at the beginning of any threat-reduction process. Unlike most US policy proposals that condition peace on North Korea's denuclearization first, or in a parallel process, this report calls for the immediate conclusion of a peace agreement that ends once and for all any outstanding wartime claims of the right to use force.

The chapters that follow seek to address any uncertainties regarding a peace-first approach. Chapter I outlines the unsustainability of the status quo approach and details the consequences of the unended Korean War in terms of its insecurity, growing militarism, and human costs. It also makes the case for a peace agreement, provides a technical overview of the various other instruments for peace, and explores the possible parties to a peace agreement. Chapters II to IV examine the implications that a peace agreement would have on top US priorities, namely the nuclear dispute, the human rights situation, and the US–ROK alliance. Chapter V relays women’s historic efforts for peace in Korea and argues for the inclusion of women in a peace process to end the Korean War. The report concludes with recommendations of principles for a peace agreement.

Additionally, this report includes external contributions from independent authors whose expertise on human rights, nuclear weapons, the US–ROK alliance, and the costs of war furthers the discussion of how a peace agreement can resolve the security crisis on the Korean Peninsula. While there is a strong consensus among the authors that the current approach to North Korea policy is unsustainable and impractical, their emphasis on how best to achieve a peaceful resolution may differ. Their contributions nevertheless demonstrate a growing recognition of the need for peace in US–North Korea policy going forward. Each author’s views do not represent the position of Korea Peace Now! and this report does not necessarily represent each author’s comprehensive position.

Because of the urgent need to advance the ongoing debate on US policy toward North Korea, we focused this report specifically on a peace agreement because we believe it is the most viable and effective framework for resolving the security crisis. We do not claim to settle the entire conflict but aim to build upon the already strong body of research regarding the different possible models for peace on the Korean Peninsula. We recognize that a peace agreement is just the first step on the long road to our ultimate vision of a lasting peace, which would entail reversing the militarization resulting from seven decades of hostile relations and replacing the Cold War structure with a regional peace and cooperation framework. It is our hope that this report contributes to the tireless efforts of all those who boldly refuse to accept the status quo and envision a future free from war, suffering, and nuclear weapons.
The unresolved state of the Korean War poses daunting security risks, fuels increasing militarization, and carries major political and economic costs for people living on the Korean Peninsula and in the United States. This chapter lays out the high stakes of the ongoing war and why the Armistice agreement must be replaced with a binding peace agreement. It explains what a peace agreement is compared to other types of agreements and why it is the best way to resolve the security crisis on the Korean Peninsula. And it lays out the concrete steps toward a peace agreement, why the United States and the two Koreas are the most critical parties to a peace agreement, and how to make the peace agreement binding.

BACKGROUND: THE KOREAN WAR

The unresolved Korean War serves as the historical backdrop to the escalating cycle of tensions in reaction to North Korea’s weapons program. Korea’s independence from Japan’s colonial rule (1910–1945) at the end of World War II led to the division of the Peninsula by the United States and the Soviet Union into separate southern and northern occupational zones, respectively. What began as a period of liberation for Koreans became an international conflict between Cold War blocs resulting in the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950, with the intervention of the United States on the side of South Korea, and China on the side of North Korea. The fighting resulted in more than 4 million casualties, and millions of families have been torn apart by the continued division of the Korean Peninsula. The United States, South Korea, and North Korea technically remain in a state of war, as fighting ended in a stalemate, with an armistice rather than a peace agreement. (See the “Parties to a Peace Agreement” section.)

Nearly seven decades later, North and South Korea remain separated by the most heavily militarized border in the world, with the armed forces of both sides ready and primed to engage in combat at a moment’s notice. The core tensions at play today are not so much between the two Koreas as they are between the North and the South’s ally, the United States, which stations around 28,500 soldiers in South Korea. Although the two Koreas have at various times called for peaceful reunification and concluded numerous reconciliation agreements, the escalating nuclear crisis between North Korea and the United States has become the greatest obstacle to peace.

IMPROVING SECURITY AND HALTING MILITARISM

The irony of the unresolved Korean War is that the Armistice is frequently credited with keeping the peace. A US-ROK Joint Communiqué in October 2018 stated that the “United Nations Command, as the keeper of the Armistice, has helped successfully maintain peace and security on the Korean Peninsula over the past 65 years.” By the same logic, opponents of a peace agreement have framed peace as an invitation for war, a North Korean ploy to get the United States and South Korea to lower their guard. These claims obfuscate the actual balance of power on the Peninsula today and gloss over the mutual benefits that a peace agreement...
would foster, including much-needed military de-escalation and trust-building.

In the absence of diplomatic relations, the Korean War maintains a low-trust, low-communication environment with few safeguards against escalation. This has needlessly raised the risk of an intentional or accidental clash, which would be particularly difficult to contain. Nowhere else on earth are opposing militaries so primed and trained to engage in large-scale offensives or counter-offensives on momentary notice.

Koreans would be first in the line of fire and suffer the gravest human losses if combat resumed. In the period of 1950 to 1953, there were over 3 million Korean casualties – an estimated 2 million of which were civilians – and every major city in the North was reduced to rubble. That represented a staggering 10 percent of Korea’s population at the time. If war broke out today, it is estimated that as many as 300,000 people could die in the first days of conventional fighting, and that number could swell to millions in the event of a nuclear war.

At the heart of the security crisis and increasing militarization of the Korean Peninsula is the ongoing state of war. Today, most of South Korea’s defense budget – the tenth highest in the world – remains tailored to the eventuality of combat with the North and now grows at a rate of about 7 percent per year. North Korea’s increasing militarization is evident in its rapid nuclear development, which it claims is necessary to protect itself from the United States. North Korea is estimated to possess 30 to 40 nuclear warheads, and its intercontinental ballistic missiles may have the capability to strike anywhere in the United States. These developments have in turn prompted South Korea to develop a “Kill Chain” preemptive strike doctrine and a “Korean Massive Punishment and Retaliation” counterstrike doctrine, including “decapitation strikes” on the North Korean leadership.

The United States, the biggest military spender in the world, extends its nuclear umbrella to the Peninsula and maintains about 28,500 troops in South Korea. It also participates in several large-scale joint military exercises with the South, some of which involve nuclear-capable bombers and aircraft. These exercises have been a particular source of tension with North Korea, which considers them offensive rehearsals for invasion, despite Washington’s claims to the contrary.

The militarization of the Korean Peninsula has ripple effects throughout the region. In the context of rising US–China tensions, China has been developing a panoply of military capabilities, sometimes referred to as A2/AD (anti-access/area denial), designed to neutralize US forces in the vicinity of the Chinese mainland, including capabilities with the range to affect US operations around the Korean Peninsula and Japan.

The two Koreas, the United States, and China have capitalized on their military development through the exportation of arms beyond the region. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, the United States was the largest arms exporter in the world in the 2015–2019 period (36% of global total), China the fifth (5.5%), and South Korea the tenth (2.1%).
trade from North Korea has come under intense international scrutiny as it is conducted covertly and with even less transparency or regulatory supervision than the other countries. With nearly all trade banned under UN and US sanctions, North Korea has attempted to recoup its losses through smuggling and illicit activities. The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 further rebuilt itself aiming for a model of economic self-reliance. The encroaching militarization of the region has dispossessed local communities and threatens to cause irreparable harm to the environment. Sanctions, too, continue to have a detrimental impact on civilians’ livelihoods, crippling North Korea’s healthcare system and causing delays in the delivery of life-saving humanitarian aid.

Beyond the risk of nuclear confrontation, however, the human costs of the unresolved Korean War are ongoing and immediate. The continued division of the Korean people prevents the reunion of long-separated families. The perpetuating militarization of the region has dispossessed local communities and threatens to cause irreparable harm to the environment. Sanctions, too, continue to have a detrimental impact on civilians’ livelihoods, crippling North Korea’s healthcare system and causing delays in the delivery of life-saving humanitarian aid.

The economic consequences of the war have been particularly crushing in the North. Practically razed to the ground by US carpet-bombing in 1950–1953, it has rebuilt itself aiming for a model of economic self-reliance. The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 further isolated the North, contributing to a catastrophic economic crisis and famine. While North Korea managed over time to adjust and somewhat stabilize its economy, it is today boxed in by the US-led “maximum pressure” campaign, which has resulted in a quasi-total embargo. Nearly all trade, investment, and financial transactions involving North Korea are banned under penalty of exclusion from the dollar-based globalized economy.

The perpetual state of war and fear of destabilization have given rise to national security apparatuses and a culture that have curtailed individual freedoms in both North and South Korea. North Korea’s political system is rigid and hierarchical to the point of resembling a military chain of command. There is little to no space to voice dissent or organize independently from the state. (See Chapter III, “The Implications of a Peace Agreement for Human Rights.”) North Koreans who try to leave the country without authorization are also heavily punished, as deserters would be in a military context. In South Korea, society underwent violent political repression from the country’s founding and during the military dictatorship era. While democratization in 1987 greatly expanded personal freedoms, the war continues to distort political life. Allegations of North Korean sympathy are used to suppress a wide variety of views, as exemplified by excessive interpretations of the dictatorship-era National Security Act, electoral interference by the National Intelligence Service in 2012, and the dissolution of the third-largest party in South Korea in 2014.

An agreement between the warring parties would set the foundation for a durable peace that can succeed where pressure has failed for decades. The endless war has so deteriorated mutual trust that both sides to the standoff remain too suspicious of the other to lower their weapons. Under these circumstances, negotiations on complex issues – from denuclearization to human rights – are tense, inflexible, and fruitless, if they happen at all. A comprehensive peace agreement, however, can provide a foundation for the negotiation of such critical issues of interest to the parties and relieve the continued human costs of war.

**What Is a Peace Agreement?**

This report uses the term “peace agreement” to mean an international legal instrument that solemnly, bindingly, and permanently ends the state of war. This is different from an armistice, which merely imposes a ceasefire but does not end the state of war. It is also different from a peace regime, which refers to the possibility of future security arrangements ensuring that peace remains lasting and stable.

If war broke out today, it is estimated that as many as 300,000 people could die in the first days of conventional fighting, and that number could swell to millions in the event of a nuclear war.

In recent years, all sides have agreed to the end goal of a “lasting and stable peace regime.” Many instruments have been proposed to advance this goal, from end-of-war declarations to nonaggression pacts to normalization agreements. Of all options, a binding and final peace agreement has the most chance for success.

A peace agreement would signify that the parties recognize once and for all, with no ambiguity, that any wartime rights to use force have ended. It would also be the clearest available expression of the parties’ sincerity in building toward a fair, lasting, and stable peace regime. The two Koreas have together called for talks with the United States, and optionally China, to replace the Armistice with a peace agreement. Further delay in this long-overdue step will continue to undermine trust and fuel military tensions.
Under international law, states are meant to remain by default in a state of peace and refrain from using force to solve conflicts. A state of war is meant to be a rare exception in limited circumstances. During those limited circumstances, the rules governing the use of deadly force are more permissive than they are during peacetime.

But the Korean War is an oddity in that the parties have yet to finally settle it, even though large-scale active combat ended 67 years ago. As such, a peace agreement alone will not be sufficient to resolve the decades of tensions or all the areas of dispute, which is a process that requires political will. But a peace agreement would constitute a binding recognition that wartime rights to use force have ended. This would not only demonstrate a sincere will and commitment to a peaceful resolution, but also create more will and political momentum for the conclusion of a lasting and stable peace regime.

For an agreement to be binding under international law, the key element is the parties’ intent that it have binding force. For that agreement to qualify as a peace agreement, the parties must pledge to abide by peacetime rules governing the use of force or otherwise recognize once and for all that wartime rights to use force have ended. The agreement must also articulate finality by assuring one another that they consider the state of war to be over and that future relations will be nonhostile. Finally, the agreement must be fair from the perspective of all parties. Insisting that one side lower their guns first is not an offer of peace, but a demand of surrender. Unless all sides feel that they were given their due and that the agreement serves their interests, there will either be no agreement or it will only be a matter of time until conflict arises again.

The chart below outlines the comparative strengths and weaknesses of other mechanisms that fall short of a binding peace agreement.

Unless the parties clearly intend a normalization agreement to be a binding and final settlement of the war, it may not be sufficient to resolve the conflict in Korea, particularly if other hostile postures continue. But it could be an important political step that builds momentum for a final and binding end of the war and a foundation for a peace regime.

**Parties to a Peace Agreement**

There is a long list of actors who engaged in the Korean War, including the two Koreas, the United States, the other UN Members that intervened with combat forces, and China through the “Chinese People’s Volunteer Army.” A peace agreement, however, need not include all belligerents. In the Korean context, the ability of a peace agreement to meaningfully improve security

---

**End-of-War Declaration**

Also referred to as a “peace declaration,” an end-of-war declaration is generally framed in the Korean context as a nonbinding political declaration that is not a peace agreement. In the Panmunjom Declaration, the two Koreas called for three distinct items: an end-of-war declaration, a peace agreement, and a peace regime. More recently, South Korean President Moon Jae-in renewed his call for an end-of-war declaration at the UN General Assembly on September 23, 2020.

An end-of-war declaration is not a legal term of art. It is only binding under international law if the parties intend it to be binding.

It also only legally terminates the state of war if the parties indicate that this is what they intend. Since an end-of-war declaration does not necessarily legally end a state of war, there are limits to such an agreement’s ability to provide the parties with sufficient security assurances to build trust and realize a lasting and stable peace regime.

But an end-of-war declaration, even if nonbinding, can still serve as important evidence that the parties consider the war ended, especially if paired with other steps like the establishment of diplomatic relations. Aside from any legal implications, an end-of-war declaration would carry great political momentum toward a binding and durable peace agreement.

**Nonaggression Agreement**

A nonaggression agreement is generally understood as an agreement in which the parties renounce hostile acts against each other. Agreements purely focused on nonaggression have become rare today, given the advent of the United Nations Charter and the development of the law of armed conflict. The Charter already requires all members to refrain from use of force and to settle disputes peacefully. It is nevertheless not uncommon to include nonaggression clauses in bilateral agreements.

The two Koreas have already pledged nonaggression, beyond the Armistice requirement of a “complete cessation of all hostilities” by all armed forces under [the parties’] control. The Inter-Korean Basic Agreement of 1991, for instance, requires both sides not to “use force” or conduct “armed aggression” against each other.

There is less clarity between the United States and North Korea. The United States did state in the Six Party Joint Statement of September 19, 2005, that it had “no intention to attack or invade the DPRK with nuclear or conventional weapons,” but that could nevertheless be interpreted more as a statement of intent at the time than a commitment to nonaggression.

The United States committed in the Singapore Declaration of 2018 to provide “security guarantees” to the DPRK. After the collapse of the Hanoi summit of 2019, North Korean Foreign Minister Ri...
depends first and foremost on the participation of the United States and the two Koreas. This section focuses on the model of a single multilateral peace agreement for ease of reference, but the same conclusions are applicable to a peace concluded through a series of bilateral peace agreements.76

The participation of other members of the United Nations Command (“UNC”) intervention force or of China is not legally necessary and would only have a limited practical impact, as most relations in these cases have already been normalized or pose a comparatively lower security risk. The two Koreas and the United States may nevertheless decide to include other parties if they believe it is helpful to reach a sustainable peace agreement.77

PARTICIPATION OF THE UNITED STATES

It is key that the United States participate in the peace process.78 The United States remains one of the parties most susceptible to be engaged in use of force in Korea, given its massive military presence, its regular participation in joint military exercises with the South, and the fact that it would have operational control over South Korean armed forces if combat resumed. It is especially important for peace and security that the United States unambiguously recognize that wartime rights to use force have ended and acknowledge that the Korean War-era UN Security Council resolutions cannot be cited as authorization to use force today.79

Calls for US participation in a peace agreement have often been dodged by controversies over whether the United States is in a state of war with North Korea in the first place. President Harry Truman famously described the intervention in Korea as a mere “police action,” arguing that intervention was justified under the UN Participation Act and did not require a separate declaration of war by Congress.80 Some commentators have argued more generally that armed intervention on the basis of a Security Council authorization does not trigger a state of war, insofar as the intervening States would be agents of the UN. The United States has entertained that interpretation in various ways, by leading operations through an organ it called “United Nations Command” (UNC) under the UN flag. It pointed to UNSC Resolution 84, which had recommended that UN Members deciding to assist South Korea make their forces “available to a unified command under the United States of America” and had authorized use of the UN flag.

Neither of these arguments disproves that the United States is at war with North Korea. Under international law, a state of war may arise explicitly through a declaration of war or de facto through engagement in armed conflict,81 and thus the absence of a US declaration of war against North Korea is irrelevant.82 The central flaw

Yong-ho stated that “security guarantees” are “more important” to North Korea than sanctions relief.83

Since a nonaggression agreement does not necessarily terminate the state of war – again, this occurs only when the parties intend their agreement to be a binding, final settlement – there are limits to the certainty and security it can ensure between the parties. There have been armed clashes between the two Koreas even after the Basic Agreement.84

However, like an end-of-war declaration, a nonaggression agreement can still help the parties signal to one another an intent to refrain from hostilities and serve as an important political step for the parties on the path to a final peace settlement. The Inter-Korean Military Agreement of 2018, for instance, renewed the inter-Korean nonaggression pledge and allowed for unprecedented military confidence-building measures.85 Unfortunately, the cooperation birthed by the Agreement gradually broke down, as security talks between the United States and the North continued to stall.

Normalization Agreement

A normalization agreement is generally understood as an agreement to establish or restore formal diplomatic relations and may also include a reduction of obstacles to trade. Almost all UN Members that fought North Korea in the 1950s have by now established formal diplomatic relations with Pyongyang, though any economic interaction that followed is now blocked by Security Council or unilateral sanctions.

The United States and North Korea made detailed promises to normalize relations, but these never fully came to fruition. In the Agreed Framework of 1994, the two countries agreed to “move towards full normalization of political and economic relations,” which was to include the reduction of “barriers to trade and investment,” the opening of liaison offices, and an eventual upgrade of relations to the Ambassadorial level. In the Singapore Declaration of June 12, 2018, the United States and North Korea also committed to “establish new U.S.-DPRK relations in accordance with the desire of the peoples of the two countries for peace and prosperity.”86

States have the discretionary right to establish, maintain, or end diplomatic ties with one another, and are thus free to set whatever political conditions they wish for normalization.87 Whether those conditions will be accepted by the other state is another question. Conditions relating to sovereign matters of the other state can be particularly sensitive.88 In the end, diplomatic ties can be sustained only if both sides are convinced that those ties are in their interests.

Peace and normalization do not necessarily go hand in hand. For example, relations were not normalized between the United States and Vietnam for decades after peace was concluded.89 But normalization can serve as a strong signal between the parties that they intend to build peaceful relations and may demonstrate that they tacitly recognize a state of peace.90
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have interpreted this to mean that “the principal obstacle to a peace agreement has been the refusal of both Koreas to recognize the legitimacy of the other.”80 However, this is a misconception not based in reality.

It is possible for belligerents who do not fully recognize each other to conclude peace agreements,87 and the two Koreas have amply reached the required level of mutual recognition. After all, they have concluded numerous inter-Korean agreements and have established mechanisms to recognize them as binding (see Annex I). The two Koreas have also together explicitly called for a peace agreement.88 In any case, they are recognized as fully sovereign separate states by the rest of the world, most clearly evidenced by their respective accession to the UN Charter in 1991.89

**OTHER POTENTIAL PARTICIPANTS**

A peace agreement can end the state of war as between the United States and North Korea, and as between the two Koreas, without requiring the participation of other combatant members of the UNC intervention force or of China. Including the latter could improve the sustainability of a peace agreement but will have to be weighed against the potentially added complexity of increasing the number of negotiation parties.

Some of the other combatant members of the UNC intervention force may still qualify as belligerents to the Korean War. They each entered a state of war with North Korea when they engaged in armed conflict with it in 1950.90 That said, they have long normalized diplomatic relations with North Korea, except for France.91 These normalizations are two decades old or more and indicate that their role in the ongoing security crisis and state of war is minimal to nonexistent and thus are not essential parties to a peace agreement.92

Determining whether China is a continued belligerent and necessary party to the agreement is complicated by its claim during the Korean War that it was only sending “volunteers” and by the fact that it normalized relations with the United States and South Korea decades ago. Insofar as the Chinese People’s Volunteers ultimately answered to Beijing and also structured their relations with the UNC based on the law of war, there is a strong case for arguing that China was a belligerent at least pre-normalization.

In any case, the Panmunjom Declaration explicitly cites China as a possible participant to peace talks.93 Indeed, there is precedent for countries with normalized relations to be party to the final settlement of a war, as exemplified by the Final Settlement of 1990 between the World War II allies and the (then-)two Germanies, and by Russia’s and Japan’s continued pursuit of a final settlement regarding World War II.94 China’s proximity to the Korean Peninsula, its military power, and its continuing alliance with North Korea are important factors to consider in its relevance to a peace agreement that is key to regional peace and security.
The prospect of a peace agreement with North Korea raises critical questions about its implications for international efforts to denuclearize the country, which is estimated to possess enough fissile material to build between 30 and 60 nuclear weapons. This chapter addresses some of the most common questions regarding the legal, political, and practical considerations of a peace agreement in relation to the nuclear conflict in three parts: First, it provides a brief contextual history of the present-day nuclear standoff and its development throughout the Korean War; second, it addresses the legal distinctiveness of the issue of peace from the dispute on nuclear weapons to demonstrate how a peace agreement would not legally imply recognition of North Korea as a “nuclear weapons state”; and, finally, it concludes that ending the war with a peace agreement may create the conditions for more effective engagement on denuclearization by curbing the security risks fueling Pyongyang’s pursuit of nuclear weapons.

Background: The Nuclear Dimension of the Korean War

The specter of nuclear war has loomed over the Korean Peninsula since the outbreak of the Korean War. From as early as July 1950, high-ranking US officials, including Central Intelligence Agency Director Roscoe Hillenkoetter and General Douglas MacArthur, have pondered and recommended the use of atomic weapons in Korea. After China’s intervention on behalf of North Korea in November 1950, President Truman publicly confirmed that “there has always been active consideration” of their use. Nuclear weapons figured seriously in US military planning throughout the Korean War, as evidenced by Truman’s deployment of nuclear-configured aircraft to the region and the authority granted to the UNC Commander-in-Chief to use nuclear weapons “in retaliation for a major air attack originating from beyond the Korean peninsula.”

Despite the signing of the Armistice in 1953, the US nuclear presence in the region escalated as the Cold War advanced. In a repudiation of Paragraph 13(d) of the Armistice, the United States introduced tactical nuclear weapons to South Korea in January 1958. For the next three decades, the United States deployed hundreds more nuclear weapons to the South, maintaining as many as 950 nuclear warheads at one point.

NORTH KOREA’S NUCLEAR DEVELOPMENT

North Korea’s nuclear development began in the late 1950s through its pursuit of nuclear energy with the assistance of the Soviet Union. This was common among developing states at the time, including South Korea, which received civil nuclear energy assistance through the US “Atoms for Peace” campaign. By the end of the Cold War, both Koreas had developed their own civilian nuclear programs, and both eventually joined the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT). Created in 1968, the NPT is a multilateral treaty that...
prohibits non–nuclear armed states from acquiring nuclear weapons. In exchange, nuclear–armed states pledge not to attack non–nuclear armed states, to provide civilian nuclear assistance, and to ultimately achieve global nuclear disarmament.

Before joining the NPT in 1975, South Korea had pursued a clandestine nuclear weapons program under President Park Chung–hee. While the United States successfully prevented Park’s efforts to nuclearize, the US nuclear umbrella continues to extend over South Korea as part of the US–ROK alliance.

North Korea began to pursue sensitive nuclear technologies during the 1980s with the construction of an experimental 5–megawatt reactor, which, in addition to generating electrical power, would have been capable of producing weapons–grade plutonium. In 1985, North Korea joined the NPT as part of a condition to secure Soviet assistance on the construction of a light–water reactor, ostensibly to meet the country’s energy demands and “to realize international cooperation in the nuclear power industry sector, remove nuclear threats toward us, and make the Korean peninsula a non–nuclear zone.”

These commitments were short–lived amid growing international concerns that North Korea may have been developing an illicit nuclear weapons program. In March 1993, North Korea announced its intention to withdraw from the NPT over objections to the US–led push for IAEA special inspections of suspected military facilities and the resumption of the Team Spirit joint military exercise, which North Korea regarded as efforts to spy on, disarm, and infringe upon the sovereignty of the state.

In a major breakthrough spurred by a meeting between former US President Jimmy Carter and North Korean leader Kim Il Sung, a series of bilateral talks culminated with the US–North Korea Agreed Framework on October 21, 1994. North Korea agreed to dismantle its graphite–moderated reactors in exchange for proliferation–resistant light–water reactors and alternative energy assistance from the United States. Importantly, the deal aspired to go beyond a nonproliferation agreement as both sides also pledged to normalize political and economic relations, albeit conditioned on North Korea’s compliance with the IAEA. The Agreed Framework lasted for nearly a decade, during which time North Korea stopped producing plutonium and allowed inspections of key facilities, preventing the development of as many as 100 nuclear weapons, in the analysis of several experts.

However, the Agreed Framework did not survive the political changeover to a new US administration under President George W. Bush, whose approach toward North Korea reflected a hardline shift from the Clinton administration’s strategy of engagement. President Bush, who condemned North Korea as part of an “axis of evil” in his 2002 State of the Union address, suspended negotiations for the next two years. Leaked versions of the classified Nuclear Posture Review in 2002 revealed that the Bush administration had listed North Korea as one of seven countries that could be targets of a US nuclear strike. It further came to light that senior officials, including Vice President Dick Cheney and Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International Security John Bolton advocated for a policy of regime change. Under mounting distrust, North Korea ultimately withdrew from the NPT in 2003, precipitating the first of many nuclear crises between the two countries.

North Korea’s resolve to acquire what it presents as “a nuclear deterrent capable of containing the US nuclear threat and guaranteeing [the country’s] long–term security” is symptomatic of the asymmetry of power that has long defined US–North Korea relations in the context of the ongoing Korean War. North Korea’s early criticisms of the NPT also reflected a core tension among non–nuclear armed states that have challenged the treaty’s enshrinement of a global nuclear regime in its privileging of so–called nuclear powers on the arbitrary basis of having tested nuclear weapons before 1970. While the NPT serves as an important arms control mecha-

Concluding a peace agreement would not undermine the legal positions of the parties in the nuclear dispute, and peace may be politically more conducive to international peace and security than delaying or denying it in an unlikely bid to disarm one side.
nism to prevent the global spread of nuclear weapons, it has also been used to assert the legitimacy of the nuclear monopoly of a small number of states that have formalized the use of nuclear weapons in their national security doctrines and continue to modernize their arsenals.

The world today remains locked in a strategic imbalance, as nuclear-armed states that are party to the NPT have yet to disarm, certain non–nuclear armed states place their security under the nuclear umbrella of nuclear-armed states, and certain nuclear-armed states never joined the NPT at all. While almost all non–nuclear armed states have remained party to the NPT, many have sought to correct its double standard with a new instrument, the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons (TPNW). This treaty bans outright and without exception the possession of nuclear weapons and the practice of relying on nuclear umbrellas.

From the Clinton administration onward, the United States has unevenly pursued the denuclearization of North Korea through a series of diplomatic and pressure-based strategies. The UN Security Council, under US leadership and with veto-wielding members that happen to be the NPT’s nuclear-weapon states, has taken a sanctions-based approach to discourage, obstruct, and punish specific countries from acquiring nuclear weapons: today North Korea and Iran, while other known nuclear-armed states outside of the NPT – Israel, India, and Pakistan – have not been subject to those sanctions. Sanctions against North Korea were originally designed to be “smart sanctions,” blocking only military or luxury goods transfers, but evolved over time into quasi-comprehensive sanctions with significant, “unintended” humanitarian consequences on the population.116

The efforts of both US Democratic and Republican administrations have, over the course of three decades, not only failed to achieve their intended outcome but also prolonged the irresolution of the Korean War. US policy has overwhelmingly conditioned dialogue with North Korea, as well as the process of peacemaking, on the prospect of North Korean disarmament. Washington’s conventionally preferred sequencing, which may be summarized as “denuclearization first, peace later,” narrows the political space for an end to the conflict – the Korean War – at the root of the crisis.

The reverse sequencing of “peace first, denuclearization later” offers a viable pathway to meet the security interests of all parties. The following section addresses the legal and practical applications of such an approach.

Application: Peace as Nuclear De-escalation

The issue of the Korean War prefigures the now deadlocked dispute between North Korea and the UN Security Council regarding the legality of the nuclear weapons program. Contrary to the concerns of many commentators, concluding a peace agreement would not undermine the

legal positions of the parties in the nuclear dispute, and peace may be politically more conducive to international peace and security than delaying or denying it in an unlikely bid to disarm one side.

**THE SEPARATE LEGAL REGIMES GOVERNING PEACE AND DENUCLEARIZATION**

Many commentators fear that a peace agreement would amount to a tacit recognition of North Korea as a nuclear weapons state, but this is based on a misunderstanding of a term of art from the NPT. The NPT does designate certain parties as “nuclear weapons states,” but these are subject to a legally binding obligation to eliminate their nuclear weapons through the Treaty’s article VI requirement to negotiate in good faith “effective measures relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament.” The NPT nevertheless defines “nuclear-weapons state” for its purposes as “one which has manufactured and exploded a nuclear weapon or other nuclear explosive device prior to 1 January 1967.” North Korea conducted its first nuclear weapons test in 2006 and accordingly cannot claim the privileges of a “nuclear-weapons state” under the NPT. This rule cannot be changed by a peace agreement. A reform of this provision would instead require consent from all NPT parties.

Moreover, arguments for the illegality of the North Korean nuclear weapons program do not depend on the existence of a state of war. One strand of reasoning argues that North Korea either did not lawfully withdraw from the NPT or continues to be bound by a customary version of the NPT. This would mean that its nuclear program is in continuous violation of rules for non-nuclear weapons states. Whether or not this reasoning stands, the applicability of the NPT is not in any way subject to the existence of a state of war or peace.

Another strand of reasoning holds that the North Korean nuclear weapons program violates Security Council resolutions: hence the UN Charter rules that require UN Members to respect Council decisions. This argument may at first sight appear sensitive to the conclusion of a peace agreement as the Council bases the relevant resolutions on the designation of the North Korean nuclear weapons program as a “threat to international peace and security.” This may lead to questions as to whether the program still constitutes such a threat after the conclusion of a peace agreement. That said, the UN Charter leaves it to the discretion of the Security Council to determine whether there is a threat to the peace. There are numerous examples of the Council finding such a threat
even in peacetime, as in the case of the resolutions sanctioning the Iranian nuclear program. In this sense, the resolutions sanctioning the North Korean program do not depend on the existence of a state of war.

THE POLITICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PEACE AND DENUCLEARIZATION

While peace and the nuclear dispute are legally distinct, they are politically linked. North Korea has repeatedly stated that it developed nuclear weapons to ensure its security amid the unresolved state of war. Meanwhile, the United States has consistently refused North Korean peace offers on the grounds that they did not involve denuclearization. The relationship of peace and the nuclear dispute is in obvious tension, but they may be reconciled by a peace agreement that ends the state of war and enables the basic conditions for a reduction of military tensions.

Arguments to the contrary typically claim that concluding peace without prior denuclearization would not fully resorb insecurity as it would maintain an imbalance between a nuclear-armed North and a non-nuclear armed South that relies on the US nuclear umbrella. Some analysts posit that South Korea, and possibly Japan, would seek to nuclearize out of concern for US commitments to the security of its ally. In the most extreme scenario of North Korean nuclear blackmail, the argument follows that the United States may not risk a nuclear strike on American cities to protect South Korea. These concerns are, however, a present reality and reflect the contradictions inherent in nuclear deterrence theory. As evidenced in the case of Korea, the notion that nuclear weapons provide security is highly contested.

In the wider context of global nonproliferation, it is commonly argued that concluding peace would undercut efforts to convince North Korea to denuclearize. A common refrain is that it would constitute a “reward for bad behavior,” undermining the nonproliferation regime and the authority of the Security Council. At the same time, it is evident that denuclearization efforts have continuously failed for more than a quarter century to stop the development of the North Korean nuclear program. The impact of sanctions on the civilian population may also have a counterproductive, “rally-round-the-flag” effect, as Pyongyang’s domestic messaging emphasizes US responsibility for the economic situation. This has resulted in an unresolved and increasingly dangerous crisis, an outcome that itself undermines the credibility of the nonproliferation regime and the Security Council in ensuring international peace and security.

INCLUSION OF NUCLEAR ELEMENTS IN A PEACE AGREEMENT

As was demonstrated previously, a peace agreement would not prejudice the position of the parties regarding the dispute on the North Korean nuclear program. A peace agreement could also improve international peace and security by including disarmament provisions, in addition to raising the bar for the use of force and establishing the basic conditions for diplomatic relations. However, it bears emphasizing that the nuclear crisis is also predicated on the US nuclear posture in the region. At a minimum, addressing the nuclear crisis would necessitate security commitments on the part of the United States or reorienting US policy on North Korea to an arms control approach. This is particularly salient in light of measures by the Trump administration to modernize US nuclear forces, which is a continuing...
tion of a $1 trillion modernization program initiated by President Barack Obama. If a peace agreement were to include an arms control agreement or commitments to denuclearize, it should address mutual security concerns and enact reciprocal actions to those ends. Negotiations should also be mindful of the legally and ethically problematic impact of the current level of sanctions on the civilian North Korean population, which appears difficult to reconcile even with the humanitarian principles protecting noncombatants in wartime.

Practically speaking, the United States, which has the second-largest nuclear arsenal in the world, is in a difficult position to compel North Korea to denuclearize. North Korea has pointed to the concept of the “denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula,” meaning that it would be ready to disarm if the United States also abandons the means of conducting nuclear strikes on the Peninsula. North Korea has pointed to the concept of the “denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula,” meaning that it would be ready to disarm if the United States also abandons the means of conducting nuclear strikes on the Peninsula. Since the US nuclear arsenal has a global reach, it is considered a veiled way of saying that North Korea will give up its nuclear weapons when the United States does the same. Current US nuclear doctrine makes such a prospect untenable and underscores the challenges that proponents of arms control and global nuclear disarmament face well beyond the context of Korea.

In order to achieve consensus at least on the basic benefits of a peace agreement, particularly the reduction of the risk of nuclear war, it would hence be advisable to forgo nuclear demands for now or only to include some that can be compensated with other positive incentives. One option that may be compatible with the national security calculus of all sides is to agree on an arms control mechanism to verifiably freeze the development of the North Korean nuclear program with corresponding measures. This can be achieved either in provisions included in the peace agreement or in a parallel or subsequent arms control agreement.

It must be noted that the option of an arms control agreement compensated by partial sanctions relief will be constrained by domestic US legal provisions that set conditions on relief of US unilateral sanctions. The sanctions imposed under the North Korea Sanctions and Policy Enhancement Act of 2016, for instance, can only be lifted under conditions that North Korea appears to consider an infringement upon its sovereignty, such as significant progress toward the complete dismantlement of its weapons of mass destruction programs and wide-ranging changes to its political system. These requirements do not bind Presidential authority to reform Security Council sanctions, however.

The arms control option should not obscure the fact that both the United States and North Korea have made commitments for nuclear disarmament. Nuclear weapons, given their immense destructive power, threaten to have catastrophic humanitarian consequences and pose grave implications for human survival. The fairest and most desirable course of action, not just for the parties to the Korean War, but for humanity as a whole, is for all nuclear-armed states to join the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons.

Ultimately, a peace agreement that is concluded separate from a nuclear agreement would not imperil the prospects of North Korea’s or the United States’ future disarmament. Pressure-based denuclearization efforts have been pursued at the cost of a growing risk of catastrophic nuclear war, and withholding a resolution to the Korean War has prolonged and exacerbated the security crisis. A peace agreement that ends the wartime status quo and enables the normalization of US–North Korean relations may improve, if not establish, the conditions for negotiating denuclearization.
The Implications of a Peace Agreement for Human Rights

This chapter demonstrates that generally, and in the case of the Korean War specifically, peace and human rights are not in conflict with one another. On the contrary, they are mutually reinforcing. While a peace agreement to resolve the Korean War is not a panacea, it would improve people’s lives, sap the militarism that undergirds abuses, and create the conditions to engage more effectively on human rights. In fact, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the DPRK, Tomás Ojea Quintana, acknowledged this linkage: “A declaration on peace and development in the Korean Peninsula, and a swift resolution of the armistice status, would create the atmosphere and space needed for further discussions on denuclearization, less isolation, more access, and respect for human rights.”

Aspirations of peace are built into the very fabric of the international human rights framework. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that the “recognition of the inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world.” The UN Charter sets forward a vision “to develop friendly relations among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples, and to take other appropriate measures to strengthen universal peace.” The very foundations of the international human rights system were rooted in the devastating experience of World War II.

Upon this foundation, the diverse nations of the world have built a shared infrastructure for identifying the rights of every human, agreeing to protect those rights within their territories, and endeavoring to hold one another accountable. Of course, differing perspectives within this framework remain. While certain states tend to emphasize the “first generation” rights represented in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, such as freedoms of speech and political participation, other states tend to focus more on “second generation” rights ensured by the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, such as healthcare and housing.

Post-decolonization, the Global South has led the way in urging recognition of a “third generation” of human rights that go beyond the traditional framework in which governments owe duties to the individuals within their own territory. This grouping of rights instead views rights as collective “people’s rights” in which many states owe duties to many peoples as a means of enabling them to enjoy their first- and second-generation rights. Many have advocated for the recognition of a right to peace within this category. Consequently, in 1984, the UN General Assembly (UNGA) adopted a resolution declaring that life without war is “the primary international prerequisite for the material well-being, development and progress of countries, and for the full implementation of the rights and fundamental human
freedoms proclaimed by the United Nations.” The legal status of this and other “people’s rights” remain disputed in the international community. In 2016, UNGA recognized an individual dimension to the right to peace, stating that “everyone has the right to enjoy peace such that all human rights are promoted and protected and development is fully realized.

Human rights and peace are closely intertwined. At least one study indicates that women-led civil society organizations are more likely to make this connection and advocate for both peace and human rights jointly in a holistic strategy. In the context of North Korea, these interconnections warrant greater examination.

MILITARISM AND ENDLESS WAR DIRECTLY THREATEN HUMAN RIGHTS

The unresolved Korean War has had a negative human rights impact on all parties, including governments’ diversion of resources toward militarism and away from people’s welfare, and civil liberties restrictions in the name of security.

The North Korean government ranks first in the world in military spending as a percentage of its GDP, even as chronic hunger and poverty have devastated the country, and exerts an unparalleled amount of state control in the name of security. Although North Korea has ratified six major international human rights treaties, engages with international human rights bodies, and includes extensive human rights provisions in its Constitution, the country’s continued human rights abuses are widely documented and subject to intense international scrutiny. Areas of particular international concern include the freedoms of thought, expression, religion, residence, and movement, the rights to food and to life, as well as questions of discrimination, arbitrary detention, torture, executions, prison camps, and enforced disappearances.

In response, North Korea has denounced what it calls a US-led “smear campaign” and “fabrications.” It pointed to what it considers the “hostile policy” of the United States as a root cause of its human rights challenges. In its second Universal Periodic Review, for example, North Korea identified US-led “sanctions, pressures, and military threat” as “the most serious challenges and obstacles to its independent and peaceful development as well as the enjoyment of human rights by Korean people.” North Korea has also insisted that “the safeguard of national sovereignty is the precondition and indispensable necessity for the protection and promotion of human rights” and cited, for instance, restrictions on freedom of association and freedom of religion as necessary to safeguard this sovereignty against foreign subversion efforts. While North Korea’s stated justifications for its behaviors may remain unconvincing to human rights advocates, they are critical to examine in order to better inform future policy.

The human rights consequences of the continued state of war are also evident within South Korea. Of particular concern is the country’s National Security Act, a relic of the Korean War that criminalizes positive statements about North Korea and has been used by the South Korean government to curtail freedoms of expression and dissent.

The United States has entered into, and continues to engage in, other conflicts in the decades since active hostilities ceased on the Korean Peninsula. Thus, remnants of the “Forgotten War” are less visible in American life. But the human rights impact of continuous US warfare is undeniable, and the Korean War helped usher in the era
of expanded US militarism that continues today. According to University of Chicago historian Bruce Cumings, the Korean War “was the occasion for transforming the United States into a very different country than it had ever been before: one with hundreds of permanent military bases abroad, a large standing army and a permanent national security state at home.”153 In just three years, the Korean War tripled US military spending and inaugurated the US military-industrial complex.154 The results are a mammoth military-first economy alongside a gutted social safety net that is ill-equipped to provide basic support to American people.156 As the endless war paradigm of the Korean War has been applied in post-9/11 contexts, the United States has repeatedly drawn international condemnation for its human rights abuses conducted in the name of national security.159

A peace agreement would help remove reasons of national security and military necessity that the warring parties frequently invoke to justify curtailing liberties, overspending on militarism at the expense of their people, and otherwise failing to respect or protect human rights. A peace agreement would also help protect lives. A formal end to the war will eliminate the ability of any parties to claim the permissive wartime use of force standards under the law of armed conflict. Instead, the more restrictive peacetime protections would indisputably apply.160 The risk of intentional or accidental escalation of the perpetual state of war into resumed active hostilities that could turn nuclear would be an unconscionable human rights disaster.

PEACE CAN SUCCEED WHERE PRESSURE HAS FAILED

The modern international order is premised on respect for principles of sovereignty and nonintervention. There is a wide spectrum of ways that governments attempt to influence one another’s behaviors, stretching from the clearly lawful (retractions such as setting conditions on diplomatic relations) to the plainly unlawful (armed attacks that defy the law of armed conflict). In the murky area between those two ends of the spectrum, states are meant to be guided by the principle of nonintervention in one another’s internal affairs, one of the oldest and most fundamental principles of international law.161

This is evident in the international human rights infrastructure, as binding human rights standards meant to govern internal affairs are developed only with states’ consent through treaties or custom.162 Even as governments work to hold one another accountable in upholding these standards, human rights are ultimately duties owed by a government to its own people.163

The process is more complex in practice. The idea of strict national sovereignty above all has been eroded, often in the name of human rights. Increasingly, many within the international community have urged recognition of a “responsibility to protect,” meaning that states have an obligation to protect not just the rights of their own people but also citizens of other countries, if their own governments cannot or will not protect their populations against egregious violations of their human rights. Such interventions, many argue, may include the use of force.164 The lawfulness of “responsibility to protect” as a justification for interventions remains hotly disputed, as does its viability as a policy choice.165

In the case at hand, the United States has long led an international pressure campaign with participation from many other nations and international bodies in the name of improving North Korean human rights. In addition to maintaining the Korean War in perpetuity, the pressure campaign has included crippling sanctions166 and diplomatic isolation.167 Some advocate for the UN Security Council to authorize further intervention under the auspices of a “responsibility to protect,”168 with others promoting forcible regime change.169

But after decades of war, sanctions, and isolation, North Korea has adapted and become even more resilient against pressure.170 The country has become autarkic enough to resist external forces and clearly has the will to bear the consequences. North Korean ideology emphasizes national sovereignty and self-reliance above all else, an approach designed to withstand what it considers “hostile policy.”171 Continuing or expanding aggressive pressure tactics will likely only validate that mindset.172

Additionally, the ongoing Korean War and resulting diplomatic isolation severely limit the impacted parties’ ability to verify information, communicate directly, provide social and economic opportunities, and promote stated values with one another. North Korea’s particularly extreme isolation has meant that human rights documentation by other countries frequently relies on testimony from defectors that is unable to be corroborated.173 The status quo also narrows opportunities for the parties to build credibility and trust between their governments and peoples that could bolster momentum and leverage toward greater human rights protections. Meaningful human rights improvements do not happen overnight and require years of follow-up work that a peace agreement and increased engagement would facilitate.174

The US-led international pressure campaign against North Korea has been at best ineffective and at worst counterproductive. There is little evidence that extreme pressure can succeed in improving human rights in North Korea or elsewhere. The United States’ decades of isolation of Cuba, for example, has produced no tangible human rights results. Conversely, minor temporary openings in relations between the two countries not only provided more opportunities for the governments to directly engage one another on human rights, but also widened opportunities for Cubans to travel, obtain economic support, stay in touch with their families abroad, and participate in people-to-people exchanges that expose Americans and Cubans alike to diverse perspectives.175 A similar lesson can be learned from US engagement with China. The US decision to normalize relations with China over the period of 1972 to 1979 proved far more liberating and empowering for the lives of Chinese people than the hos-
tily it maintained for the 30 years prior.

More recently, in the case of Afghanistan, many who advocate for a continued US military presence in the country frequently cite human rights concerns as rationale. But peacebuilders on the ground in Afghanistan have long insisted, and experts are increasingly accepting, that pressure from external actors cannot secure rights guarantees and that the continued state of war only exacerbates the suffering. Only a negotiated political settlement of peace with the meaningful participation of those impacted, particularly women, can facilitate sustainable human rights gains.176

While the international human rights system is predicated on duties and enforcement mechanisms between states to ensure that rights are protected domestically, it is a system that depends on dialogue, cooperation, and diplomacy.177 From a principled and practical perspective, it is ill-advised for any country to expect to dictate or ensure specific human rights outcomes in another country through coercion or force.178 Neither should governments or civil society seek to facilitate regime change in any country under the auspices of improving its human rights situation – not only because such endeavors defy the international legal order, but also because as a policy matter they have proven disastrous.

Being in a state of peace with another country is not a gift to or stamp of approval upon the other country, but a mutually agreeable arrangement that is meant to be the norm and helps take the risk of catastrophic conflict off the table. Some fear that North Korea gains credibility on the international stage when it receives attention or concessions from the United States, and that continued isolation alone will persuade North Korea to change its practices.179 But the United States is in a state of peace and frequently enters into partnerships and alliances with many countries with poor human rights records, such as Saudi Arabia.180 Few would argue that the United States should be in the business of invading and going to war with every government that fails in its human rights obligations, lest it become at risk of constant invasion itself.

As unsatisfying as it may be for all with the noble goal of creating a world in which human rights for all people are fully realized, the most practicable steps that governments can take toward these ends is to critically assess their own foreign policy and commit to actions that are most likely to help and not harm the conditions for improved human rights protections at home and abroad.

A PEACE AGREEMENT CAN BE A FOUNDATION UPON WHICH TO BUILD GREATER HUMAN RIGHTS ENGAGEMENT

A remaining issue in the interplay between peace and human rights on the Korean Peninsula is the matter of sequencing. Some in civil society encourage the parties to center human rights discussions in any peace discussions, in order not to capitulate, stay silent, or give up leverage that could be used to seek human rights concessions.181 Others fear that inclusion of human rights provisions may impede peace talks and indefinitely prolong the conflict.182 It is a frequent, and complex, point of debate in many contexts, particularly in the resolution phase of international conflicts.183

The United States can hardly be accused of remaining silent on the issue of human rights in North Korea thus far. The US State Department has repeatedly made statements to the effect of requiring human rights reform in North Korea before there can be normalization of diplomatic ties.184 Congress has also posited that North Korea must enact human rights improvements as a condition for relief from sanctions.185 As previously discussed, these efforts have been met with little to no success, particularly considering that the United States has been pressuring the North on human rights practically since the country’s founding.

The continued state of the Korean War adds an extra layer of complication, as conditioning peace on internal human rights reforms within North Korea could be interpreted as an implied threat by the United States and allied forces to secure a change in North Korea’s internal workings by military means.186 A comparative analysis of other peace agreements shows that those that include human rights provisions are typically ones in which one side was clearly beaten and hence saw its bargaining power in tatters. Or they are agreements resolving internal, international armed conflicts.187 The Korean context is quite different, as the use of force was originally approved by the Security Council with the narrow purpose of repelling the North Korean attack of June 1950,188 and active hostilities to that end have long concluded.

The hard reality is that the conflict is likely to remain intractable so long as either party makes unilateral demands of the other before there can be an end to the war. North Korea is unlikely to agree to a peace agreement formally ending the Korean War if the United States or South Korea demand specific human rights reform in North Korea first. As previously discussed, a state of peace would be much more likely to create the conditions for better human rights engagement and heal the wounds of war that continue to cause suffering.

It must be reiterated that a peace agreement is not a panacea. It is impossible to guarantee that a peace agreement and more normalized engagement would definitively improve the human rights situation of those who have been impacted by the war. But a state of peace has consistently proven to be far more conducive to promoting human rights and improving people’s lives than adversarial pressure, which tends to exacerbate the economic and social impacts on people living under war. The United States has an opportunity to advance a peace agreement that would significantly lower the risk of catastrophic conflict on the Korean Peninsula, reduce barriers to North Korea’s economic development,189 and even facilitate the possibility of post-war reconciliation and accountability190 – conditions that would affirmatively improve people’s lives in ways that the human rights framework is meant to achieve.
The Implications of a Peace Agreement for US–ROK Relations

In 1953, the United States and South Korea concluded a military alliance in the name of deterring “Communist aggression,” in a context of war with North Korea and China and of the Cold War with the Soviet Union. Today, the Soviet Union is no more. Washington and Seoul have both normalized relations with Beijing, and the US–ROK relationship has expanded far beyond military cooperation, in both economic and human terms. But as military allies, both still spend billions of dollars each year on joint preparedness for war, ready to “fight tonight” in case tensions with North Korea escalate into open conflict.

Ending the Korean War raises questions about the future of the US–ROK alliance. It is a deep and complex security relationship, informed by at times polarizing history. Polls showing widespread support for the alliance coexist with recurrent public protests in South Korea on various aspects of US troop presence. This chapter examines the political and legal implications of a peace agreement on US–South Korean relations with respect to the alliance, US troop presence, operational control (OPCON) over South Korean armed forces, as well as the Armistice and the United Nations Command (UNC). Ultimately, it finds that a peace agreement would not imply the end of the alliance or the withdrawal of US troops, unless otherwise specified, but would help to recalibrate the relationship in ways that better fit contemporary circumstances and interests.

The Wartime Origins of the Alliance

The US–ROK alliance is often said to be “forged in blood” insofar as it grew out of the Korean War. In 1953, after three years of fighting and millions of dead, the United States decided to move ahead with the conclusion of the Armistice. South Korean President Syngman Rhee opposed the planned agreement, insisting that an end result short of unification by force or of a Chinese withdrawal would maintain an existential threat to South Korean national security. He asked for a military alliance and President Eisenhower accepted to negotiate one.

The Armistice itself emphasized being a temporary arrangement with the end goal of a prompt and peaceful settlement. Two months later, in this context of suspended war, the United States and South Korea agreed on a Mutual Defense Treaty. It provided for defensive obligations tailored to the context of conflict on the Korean Peninsula. Each party committed to act to meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional processes in case of an armed attack on either party, but only in the Pacific area, on territories under their respective administrative control.

The alliance was a tentative arrangement. It was concluded for an indefinite period, “pending the development of a more comprehensive and effective system of regional security in the Pacific area,” and revocable by either side with a year’s notice.

Beyond the goal of deterring “Communist aggression,” the US wanted to make clear to Rhee that he would be alone if he were the one that resumed hostilities. In a joint statement immediately after the signing of the Mutual Defense Treaty, the United States and South Korea emphasized the goal of “peaceful unification of historic Korea as a free and independent nation.”
The Armistice and the alliance endured in largely the same form for nearly seven decades despite North Korean peace offers, the collapse of the Soviet Union, and the normalization with China.202 These originally tentative arrangements have, in a word, become “systems,” sustained by enough vested interests to become resilient to shocks and internal contradictions.203

A SYSTEM OF GROWING CONTRADICTIONS

Systems may be resilient to contradictions, but they are not immune to them. The success of the Armistice in stopping active combat long gave credence to the claim that it stood for peace and security. More than six decades on, this originally tentative arrangement appears like a crumbling legal fiction, laying bare intense military tensions and spiraling militarization.204 Both Koreas agree today that “bringing an end to the current unnatural state of armistice … is a historic mission that must not be delayed further.”205

Similarly, the alliance is also plagued by many contradictions: the extent to which both allies see each other as a potential liability, practices that have raised tensions with the forces they are supposed to deter, and arrangements that appear increasingly anachronistic.206 The extent to which each side perceives the other as a potential liability matters insofar as an alliance, like any agreement, is only sustainable as long as both sides feel better off with it than without it. One of South Korea’s concerns is that Washington’s failing effort to achieve denuclearization through pressure has clashed with Seoul’s efforts to improve security through reconciliation with the North. Washington has invoked alliance leverage to press Seoul to wait for progress on denuclearization before advancing inter-Korean cooperation projects.207 In a 2019 Chicago Council poll, a majority (55 percent) of South Koreans said their country and the United States worked in different directions on regional security.208

South Korea has also increasingly worried about the possibility that the United States could conduct military strikes on the North, as this would leave the South first in the line of retaliatory fire.209 Seoul intervened to oppose strikes during the “fire and fury” escalation of 2017, which in many ways echoed a similar dynamic from the escalation of 1994.210 Conversely, some commentators have also raised the question of the extent to which the United States would remain committed to defend the South, given the rising stakes of military escalation in Korea.211
Meanwhile, in the United States, there has been growing public debate on whether maintaining a global military footprint serves US national interests, especially in the midst of multiple crises that cannot be addressed militarily — such as pandemics, climate change, and systemic racism. President Trump interpreted this debate in a way that sparked an ongoing dispute with Seoul. He demanded a quintupling of the South Korean contribution to the costs of US troop presence, accusing the country of freelancing on security. South Koreans opposed these demands across the political spectrum, with many accusing them of being extortionist.

Another contradiction is that the alliance, although claimed to deter “Communist aggression,” has practices that actually raise tensions with North Korea and China, perpetuating Cold War divisions and fueling a vicious circle of mutual insecurity and militarization — including North Korea’s development of nuclear weapons. US–ROK joint military exercises are a well-known source of tension with the North. They have at times included training for preemptive strikes, “decapitation” strikes targeted against the leadership, and incursions in the North. Another target of North Korean protest is US efforts to “revitalize” original UN Sending State participation in the UNC, an institution premised on war with the North. The sending states and South Korea remained skeptical of the revitalization project.

Like North Korea, China has reacted with ire to the introduction of certain types of US military hardware on the Korean Peninsula. In particular, Beijing protested the installation of a US THAAD (Terminal High Altitude Area Defense) missile defense battery in the South. Economic pressure on Seoul soon followed. This has left South Korea walking a tightrope between its military ally and its main trade partner. Beijing also lent increased diplomatic assistance and aid to North Korea amid rising Sino-American tensions, blunting US pressure on the North. In 2020, Chinese official discourse significantly played up commemorations of the Korean War as a “victory” against the United States, mirroring contrary claims by Washington and raising tensions with Seoul.

A third contradiction is the anachronism of certain alliance arrangements, such as the mass stationing of US troops and the delegation of OPCON over South Korean forces. These arrangements reflect the priorities of a time when the South was a poor and unstable fledgling state, worlds apart from the imposing military and economic power it has become today.

The original purpose of maintaining tens of thousands of US troops in Korea was to deter an invasion from the North by having US forces serve as a “trip-wire,” guaranteeing US intervention in case of conflict. Today, this arrangement appears ill adapted to the primary risk: an intentional or accidental nuclear escalation, rather than a 1950–style invasion by North Korean forces.

South Korea has, from the start of the war, also heavily relegated OPCON over its armed forces to a US commander to ensure increased military effectiveness through greater coordination. OPCON, roughly speaking, stands for the authority to determine how particular armed forces should achieve an objective set by their ultimate command authority. The perpetuation of South Korean OPCON delegations has nevertheless been described as “the most remarkable concession of sovereignty in the entire world” by former US Forces Korea commander Richard Stilwell. While there have been some adjustments over the years, it is still the case today that, if combat were to resume, South Korean forces would be controlled by a bilateral but US-led organ, the US–ROK Combined Forces Command.

Some or all of these contradictions have factored into South Korean popular protests directed against various aspects of US military presence in the country. Mass protests erupted in 2002 when two Korean girls were run over by a US military vehicle and a US military court acquitted them of negligent homicide, raising controversy about US extraterritorial jurisdiction for troops in the line of duty in Korea. Environmental pollution caused by oil leaks and toxic chemicals from US military bases has also long been an issue of concern. So, too, have military developments that are perceived as driven by a US policy to contain China, such as the construction of a new naval base on Jeju island.

More recently, in 2015, public outrage followed the revelation that the United States had imported anthrax samples into South Korea for a biosurveillance program. In 2016, news that the US THAAD missile defense system would be installed in Seongju led to sustained protest by local residents, to the point where even now it has to be supplied by helicopter. There have been repeated accusations that the United States and the UNC interfered in inter-Korean reconciliation, which they have denied.

A peace agreement would improve the national security of all sides, reducing perceptions of each ally as a security liability, negative impacts on relations with North Korea and China, and the perceived need for the mass presence of US troops and for OPCON delegation. A peace agreement could also reduce the perceived need to compromise before a security threat, potentially intensifying scrutiny about costs such as the maintenance of US troops or the cleanup of environmental damage caused by the US military. How these trends would play out depends on the sort of peace agreement and subsequent peace regime that the United States and South Korea would seek. This requires identifying what a peace agreement legally entails for US–ROK relations.

The following chart outlines the legal implications of a peace agreement for the alliance, US troop presence, OPCON, the Armistice, and the UNC:
**Alliance**

A peace agreement per se does not change relations between allied co-belligerents and hence does not legally imply an end to the alliance, unless otherwise specified. The US–ROK Mutual Defense Treaty provides that the alliance “shall remain in force indefinitely” until either side decides to revoke it with a year’s notice, stating no conditions for revocation.235

Certain commentators have raised the question of whether the parties should include explicit clauses regarding the revision or abolition of the US–ROK alliance and the China–DPRK alliance in a peace agreement.236 The parties are free to include a commitment thereto if they so choose. They are also free to refuse, as alliances are ultimately a bilateral matter legally protected from interference by third parties.237

**US troop presence**

The presence of US troops in South Korea is governed by the US–ROK Mutual Defense Treaty and the US–ROK Status of Forces Agreement, and neither are expressly predicated on the war.238 Some commentators have claimed that North Korea conditions peace on a withdrawal of US forces from South Korea, but this is disputed.239

US troop presence in South Korea is, like the alliance itself, a bilateral matter legally protected from interference by third parties.240 South Korea, by virtue of its territorial sovereignty, has a right to independently decide whether it wants to end consent to the presence of US forces.241 The United States may maintain troops on South Korean soil only with South Korean consent, but otherwise has the sovereign right to independently decide to withdraw its troops.242 Both sides would be bound by certain procedural requirements in implementing such decisions.243

**OPCON**

A peace agreement, by improving the security environment, could accelerate change in OPCON arrangements over South Korean forces. Currently, the South Korean Joint Chiefs of Staff assume OPCON over South Korean armed forces in “peacetime,” and the bilateral but US-led Combined Forces Command does so in “wartime.” “Peacetime” and “wartime” are here descriptive shorthand that refers to active combat rather than whether there is a legal state of peace or war.244 A peace agreement would nevertheless be relevant to these arrangements, insofar as the United States and South Korea regularly stress the need to consider changes in the security situation.245 South Korea retains ultimate command authority over its armed forces and has the sovereign right to decide independently whether to maintain delegation.246 Likewise, the United States has the sovereign right to decide whether to continue accepting this responsibility.

**Armistice**

A peace agreement would imply the dissolution of the Armistice or bar any claims that it is still in force, as there is no raison d’être for a ceasefire under a state of peace.247 The Panmunjom Declaration, among numerous other statements, explicitly states that a peace agreement should “replace” the Armistice.248 A peace agreement should provide for a recognition of the demarcation line agreed upon in the Armistice, to the extent that it has also been recognized by the two Koreas in the Basic Agreement of 1991.249

**United Nations Command**

A peace agreement must provide for the long overdue dissolution of the UNC.250 While there has been dispute on the prospect of an end to the UNC,251 it should be clear that its persistence today relies on an extreme interpretation of UN Security Council resolutions 82 to 84 that is inconsistent with peaceful coexistence.252 The US-led UNC forces fought North Korean forces back to the 38th parallel by September 1950, fulfilling the mandate to “repel” the North Korean June offensive. They then invaded the North by crossing the 38th parallel, relying on an interpretation of the mandate to “restore international peace and security” that painted North Korea’s very existence as a threat to it.253

Insofar as a peace agreement would be a final settlement of the Korean War, it must be based on a recognition that the resolutions of 1950 cannot be a legitimate basis for use of force today. This leaves no place for the UNC or any other interpretations of “peace and security” grounded in regime change. The persistence of the UNC is in any case irreconcilable with the acceptance of North Korea as a UN Member State in 1991254 and with the notion of “assistance” to South Korea when Seoul is itself calling for a peace agreement. UNC actions stifling inter-Korean exchanges appear especially out of place.255 The parameters of inter-Korean reconciliation should be determined by Koreans themselves.256 The security component at the border can be handled, for instance, under the responsibility of the Inter-Korean Joint Military Committee.257

While the dissolution of the UNC would be a key marker of intent to settle the war, its legal implications for US security arrangements in the region are negligible.258 The UNC has for decades been a shell organ without standing troops.259 The United States itself informed the Security Council that it would terminate the UNC on January 1, 1976.260 It never followed through, but it took steps to manage the consequences of dissolution, such as the transfer of OPCON over South Korean forces from the UNC to the CFC in 1978.261
The alliance, although claimed to deter “Communist aggression,” has practices that actually raise tensions with North Korea and China, perpetuating Cold War divisions and fueling a vicious circle of mutual insecurity and militarization.

Press conference against THAAD deployment at Soseong-ri, April 26, 2017. Credit: 소성리종합상황실/No THAAD Situation Office at Soseong-ri

The tentative arrangement of the US–ROK alliance, born of wartime circumstances, has crystallized into a resilient system. The gradual disappearance of its original premises nevertheless highlights growing contradictions. A peace agreement could reduce scrutiny of some contradictions or intensify it on others, depending on how cooperatively the United States and South Korea manage the requisite implications of a peace agreement, such as the dissolution of the Armistice and the UNC and how the two countries recalibrate their relationship in the pursuit of a peace regime.

The first step in resolving an armed standoff is for all sides to agree as solemnly as possible not to harm or threaten each other. As such, the first priority of a peace agreement should be to end the state of war and bindingly recognize that wartime rights to use force have ended. This reduces tensions and creates the space necessary to discuss sustainable solutions to the causes of conflict. A peace agreement is the start of a process that culminates in a lasting and stable peace regime. What this means for the future of the security relationship between the United States and South Korea should ultimately be determined by the people and should aim to create a peaceful, stable, and sustainable world.
Why Women Should Be Involved in the Peace Process

This chapter explains why women should be meaningfully involved in the Korea peace process, outlining the gendered costs of war, women’s efforts for peace on the Korean Peninsula to date, and research into women’s participation in peace processes in other nations that shows their positive impact.

THE COSTS OF WAR FOR KOREAN WOMEN

As has been the case for women in conflicts in other countries, Korean women have been physically, emotionally, and socially harmed by the Korean War and its ongoing effects.

During the war, as people were forced to flee their homes and villages, women were responsible for the difficult task of finding food and shelter for their families. They were also subject to violence, including systemic sexual violence that continued from the Japanese colonial occupation of Korea (1910–1945).

Before the war, from 1931 until the end of World War II, the Japanese Imperial Army sexually enslaved Korean women in so-called comfort stations throughout the Asia-Pacific region. While Chinese, Filipino, and other women were part of this extensive system of sexual slavery servicing Japanese troops, Korean women and girls – as colonial subjects under Japanese occupation of Korea – made up the majority of the estimated 50,000 to 200,000 “comfort women.”

Although state-regulated prostitution was outlawed in South Korea in 1948, during the Korean War the South Korean government set up a similar comfort station system for the South Korean armed forces and, separately with the US Army, for the Allied forces (90 percent of whom were US troops). Entrenched patriarchal notions of women’s sexuality in Korea made it nearly impossible for these women to reincorporate into society; many were labeled outcasts and rejected by their families and communities.

After the war and with the mass stationing of US troops in South Korea, the system of military prostitution established during Japanese rule continued. Since the Korean War, over 1 million Korean women have worked in “camptowns” alongside US military bases to service US troops. The war, with its accompanying poverty, social and political chaos, separation of families, and millions of young orphans and widows, ‘mass produced’ prostitutes, creating a large supply of girls and women without homes and livelihoods,” wrote Katharine H.S. Moon, a political scientist and expert on US military prostitution in South Korea. The South Korean government actively encouraged the women in camptowns to engage in prostitution to allow US troops to “relax” and “enjoy sexual services” with them. The government operated and managed the camptowns – implementing a “comfort women” registration system and conducting so-called patriot education with the US military – to strengthen military alliances and acquire US dollars by “promoting and boosting morale” among US troops. Thus, camptowns became a critical part of the South Korean economy, which struggled in the aftermath of the war. “Our government was one big pimp for the U.S. military,” recounted Ae-ran Kim, a South Korean survivor of camptown prostitution. “They urged us to sell as much as possible to the GIs, praising us as ‘dollar-earning patriots.’” Yet the women were stigmatized, “destined to invisibility and silence.”

The unresolved state of the war has also had insidious effects on women. Both North and South Korea have become highly militarized societies, with universal male conscription. Research suggests that greater militarization is significantly correlated with higher gender
Research shows that the full, effective, and meaningful participation of women and civil society groups will contribute to a more durable peace.

Societies that invest heavily in the military divert resources away from healthcare, childcare, welfare programs, and job training – things that disproportionately impact women of both Koreas, who bear the double burden of being primary caregivers of children and aging parents, as well as working outside the home.

In North Korea, widespread sanctions impact women economically, socially, and physically. Sanctions hurt women's economic security by targeting industries, such as textiles, that have high ratios of female workers. As observed in other countries such as Iraq, Haiti, and Myanmar, sanctions destabilize society, producing greater social disorder and leading to increased gendered discrimination. Sanctioned states are less likely to enforce women's rights.

Sanctions against North Korea also cause delays in the delivery of life-saving humanitarian aid and impede the production of food. According to the UN Commission on Inquiry on human rights in the DPRK, North Korea's “dire economic and food situation” is increasingly pushing women into spaces and activities where they are more vulnerable to assault and exploitation.

More than 70 percent of North Korean migrants are women, and they are particularly vulnerable to sexual and labor exploitation. According to a 2018 Human Rights Watch report, North Korean women migrants and women traders experience unwanted sexual advances and violence by police or government officials. In August 2020, two South Korean military officers were indicted for sexually assaulting and raping a North Korean woman migrant who was in their custody.

In South Korea, North Korean women lack marketable skills to survive in a hyper-capitalistic society, and most struggle to acculturate, much less compete, in South Korea's highly globalized society where overseas study and the acquisition of foreign languages have become commonplace. They also face prejudice due to long-standing stereotypes of North Koreans as either cold-blooded communists or starving refugees.

Although more research is needed on the impact of the unresolved Korean War on women, it is clear that women's equality, status, and safety have been undermined by the ongoing conflict.

**LEGAL FRAMEWORKS: WOMEN'S STAKE AND REPRESENTATION IN PEACE PROCESSES**

Due to the gendered impacts of war and militarism, women have a particular stake in resolving the Korean War but have been excluded from formal peacemaking initiatives – a typical pattern internationally. Very few women participated in the inter-Korean summits held between 2000 and 2018, whether as official delegates, advisors, or those representing sports, business, art, or religion. From 1971 to 2018, a total of 667 inter-Korean talks were held at the government level, but no official talks have taken place that address women's issues.

**International Law Mandates Women's Participation**

North Korea, South Korea, and the United States have contributed to and are subject to an extensive established body of international law that supports women's inclusion in efforts to resolve conflict and promote peace.

A key treaty is the UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), which requires that states parties ensure women's equal participation with men in public and political life (Article 7) and in representing their governments at the international level (Article 8). In 2013, these provisions were strengthened to include conflict situations and peacemaking in CEDAW's General Recommendation 30. To fulfill these obligations, states may need to take special measures to overcome obstacles to women's participation.

North Korea acceded to CEDAW in 2001 and has submitted four periodic reports for consideration by the CEDAW Committee. South Korea ratified the treaty in 1984, and the government has submitted eight coun-
try reports for consideration by the CEDAW Committee. The United States has not ratified CEDAW but has signed the convention, which demonstrates that it is legally prohibited from acting in contravention of its object and purpose. Moreover, as a permanent member of the UN Security Council, the United States has helped to create a comprehensive multilateral framework known as the Women, Peace and Security (WPS) Agenda.

Starting with Resolution 1325 in the year 2000, the UN Security Council has issued ten resolutions articulating the close connection between women’s rights, gender equality, and peace and security. These resolutions draw on states’ existing binding commitments under the UN Charter and other international laws dealing with peace, security, and human rights. Taken together, CEDAW’s General Recommendation 30 and these Security Council resolutions on WPS constitute a framework of international law that upholds women’s rights to substantive and equal participation in peace negotiations, mediation, and social reconciliation initiatives.

As members of the United Nations, North Korea, South Korea, the United States, and any other states involved in facilitating peace on the Korean Peninsula must uphold women’s rights to substantive and equal participation in peace negotiations, mediation, and social reconciliation initiatives.

Domestic Laws and Policies Support Women’s Participation

To implement these international laws and policy frameworks domestically, 86 countries have adopted National Action Plans on women, peace, and security. In 2017, the United States passed the Women, Peace and Security (WPS) Act, which makes women’s meaningful participation in peacemaking a US foreign policy priority.

The 2019 US Women, Peace and Security Strategy for implementing the Act focuses on women’s participation in peace and security processes. It emphasizes the need to train US diplomatic, military, and development personnel in women’s inclusion and to support and consult with local women in conflict situations. The Act and the Strategy provide for elected officials to hold the Administration accountable in implementing US law in all its foreign relations, including participation in peace processes.

Although North Korea has not adopted a WPS National Action Plan, in its CEDAW reporting it has made clear that it seeks to champion gender equality. A peace process with substantive participation of women would support this goal. It would also help the government achieve its legal obligations to promote gender equality and women’s participation in public life, as articulated in the country’s 2010 Law on the Protection and Promotion of the Rights of Women, and its 1946 Gender Equality Law.
In 2010, women’s and peace organizations in South Korea began to press for the establishment of a 1325 National Action Conference. In 2012, the National Assembly passed a resolution for the systematic and strategic implementation of the 1325 National Action Plan. Women Making Peace, the Korean Women’s Association United, and 45 other women’s organizations formed an NGO Working Group on Women, Peace, and Security. Through a consultative body composed of representatives from government agencies, civil society, and academia, as well as open discussions and activities to revise laws by government ministries, the South Korean government established the UNSCR 1325 National Action Plan in 2014. In 2017, a revision of the Framework Act on Gender Equality stipulated the mandatory establishment of the National Dialogue and Reconciliation Accord 2008.

WOMEN’S EFFORTS FOR PEACE IN KOREA

For decades, women on the Peninsula and internationally have mobilized to end the Korean War through grassroots action.

Inter-Korean Women’s Efforts

There have been three contexts for inter-Korean women’s efforts for peace:

Seminar on Peace in Asia and Women’s Roles:
After more than 40 years of forced division, a historic meeting between North and South Korean women took place in Tokyo, Japan, in May 1991, entitled “Peace in Asia and Women’s Roles.” It continued from 1991 to 1993, marking the first time civilians visited North and South Korea through Panmunjom since the division. A second conference was held in Seoul where 15 North Korean women leaders set foot on South Korean soil for the first time. A year later, 30 South Korean women leaders took part in a third conference in Pyongyang. A fourth meeting was held in Tokyo. The participants discussed the issues of Japanese military sexual slavery, unification, patriarchy, Korean survivors from atomic bombings, and peacebuilding. They decided to meet regularly on the issue of Japanese military sexual slavery. A fifth meeting, slated for Seoul, had to be canceled due to the strained relationship between the two Korean governments. However, North Korean women who had organized and participated in the previous conferences founded the Korean Women’s Association in Solidarity with Asian Women. Japanese women reorganized their meetings into a council in solidarity with Korean women. The South Korean women who led the conferences formed Women Making Peace in 1997 and provided leadership for the women’s peace movement.

Inter-Korean Women’s Exchanges for Victims of Japanese Military Sexual Slavery: Justice for former “comfort women” is an important shared concern for both Koreas. In 1988, the Korean Council for the Women Drafted for Military Sexual Slavery by Japan was established in South Korea, and North Korea launched its own organization, Jongtaewie (Korean–Japanese Military Sexual Slavery and Forced Training Victims Countermeasure Committee) in 1992. The two Koreas have participated in eight forums to discuss Japan’s post-
The 1995 Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action addressed it, and in 1996, the UN Human Rights Commission confirmed military sexual slavery as a criminal violation of international law and a legal responsibility of the Japanese government, including compensation to victims. In 2000, the Women’s International War Crimes Tribunal on Japan’s Military Sexual Slavery, a people’s tribunal that included women from several affected nations, convicted the Japanese Emperor for this crime against humanity. Further inter-Korean meetings followed, although this issue remains unresolved, as the Japanese government has refused to accept responsibility for it.

The Committee on Women under the June 15 Inter-Korean Joint Declaration: In 2000, at the historic first inter-Korean Summit, the two Koreas agreed to a new initiative, the June 15 Joint Declaration, to begin the process of reconciliation and reunification. Several inter-Korean civil society committees were established to support its implementation, including farmers, workers, academics, and women’s groups. Various North–South women’s reunification events took place from 2002 to 2005, including a gathering at Mount Kumgang in the North where 350 South Korean women met 350 North Korean women and 20 women from the Korean diaspora. At this meeting, attendees launched a joint women’s committee to implement the June 15 Declaration. Since then, the North–South Women’s Committee has contributed to the peace process as an inclusive commission by holding regular meetings with a common goal of implementing the Inter-Korean Joint Declaration. Five women from North Korea and eight women from South Korea met to continue its work in 2019.

2/ International Women’s Solidarity

There have been three situations where international groups of women have used their independent status to support Korean women’s peace efforts:

International Fact-finding Delegation to North Korea: During the Korean War, the Korean Democratic Women’s Union in North Korea invited the Women’s International Democratic Federation (WIDF) to witness and report on the impacts of the war. In May 1951, 21 women from 17 countries documented the devastation and called for an immediate end to the war. Submitted to the United Nations, the WIDF report accused the United States–led UN forces of war crimes, for which the organization was stripped of its NGO consultative status at the UN. Nonetheless, the group continued to call throughout the Cold War for the withdrawal of all foreign troops from Korea for a permanent peace settlement to replace the Armistice.

Northeast Asian Women’s Peace Conference: Following the progress made during the “sunshine years” (2000–2008), a conservative South Korean government stymied inter-Korean women’s efforts. To create new momentum, South Korean women’s groups organized the Northeast Asian Women’s Peace Conference, with In 2015, an international delegation of 30 women — including feminist icon Gloria Steinem and Nobel Peace laureates Leymah Gbowee and Mairead Maguire — crossed from North to South Korea calling for the end of the Korean War with a peace agreement. They held symposiums in Pyongyang and Seoul, and walked with some 10,000 women on the streets of Pyongyang, Kaesong, and Paju. Credit: Stephen Wunrow.
participants from South Korea, Japan, the United States, Russia, and China that paralleled the official government six-party talks from 2008 to 2012. The Northeast Asian Women’s Peace Conference, held in Seoul and Washington, aimed at resolving the North Korean and Northeast Asia nuclear issue. It was organized by congresswomen, scholars, and civil society organizations to develop models of women’s participation in 1.5-track negotiations (diplomacy involving official and nonofficial participants) in the peacebuilding process on the Korean Peninsula. It also contributed to improving the global leadership of the Korean women’s peace movement and provided an opportunity for women from five Northeast Asian countries to engage in international solidarity activities toward the denuclearization of the Korean Peninsula and the establishment of a peace regime in Northeast Asia.

Unfortunately, North Korean women did not participate in this conference due to tensions in North–South relations following the death of a South Korean tourist at Kumgang in 2008.

Women Cross DMZ: In 2015, also under a conservative South Korean government, an international delegation of 30 women worked with women’s and peace committees in North Korea and South Korea to call for the end of the Korean War with a peace agreement. Over 250 Korean women discussed the impacts of the unresolved war on women’s lives at symposiums in Pyongyang and Seoul, and some 10,000 women walked on the streets of Pyongyang, Kaesong, and Paju with the international group of women. The group that organized this action, Women Cross DMZ, has continued to build a transnational feminist movement, including the launch of the 2019 campaign Korea Peace Now! Women Mobilizing to End the War jointly with the Korean Women’s Movement for Peace, Nobel Women’s Initiative, and Women's International League for Peace and Freedom. In 2019, the campaign commissioned a multidisciplinary panel of experts to produce the first comprehensive report on “The Human Costs and Gendered Impact of Sanctions on North Korea.”

Women Cross DMZ activities have included peace walks and symposiums along the southern border of the DMZ in 2016, 2017, and 2018; meetings with North and South Korean women in Indonesia in 2016; a gathering of Northeast Asia women in Beijing in 2018; and substantial input on a US Congressional resolution (H.Res. 152) calling for an end to the Korean War with a peace agreement, which has 52 co-sponsors as of the publication of this report.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR WOMEN’S INCLUSION IN A KOREA PEACE PROCESS

The Korea Peace Now! campaign urges all parties involved in the peace process to ensure the full, effective, and meaningful participation of women and civil society groups. Research shows this will contribute to a more durable peace. International law and national laws and policies also mandate women’s participation in peace processes.

To this end, we recommend that governments ensure that at least 30 percent of official negotiating teams are composed of women, which should be considered a floor rather than a ceiling. Governments should also appoint Women, Peace and Security Ambassadors to anchor and coordinate women’s participation. A consultative forum should be established to enable civil society groups to contribute in meaningful ways by engaging in consistent two-way communication with negotiating parties and mediators – including through advanced sharing of agendas and documents. Finally, we urge all parties to help reduce barriers to women’s meaningful participation in the peace process. Flexible funding could cover support for childcare, travel, accommodations, and security, among other needs, and training and mobilization initiatives could help amplify women’s voices.

Given the paucity of women involved in official talks, we believe these small but significant steps can contribute to a durable peace regime that will pave the way for demilitarization of the Korean Peninsula and redefining security away from militarism and war toward a feminist understanding that centers human needs. Over 65 years have passed since the signing of the Armistice in 1953. Women are eager and able to participate in a Korea peace process that will bring greater stability, healing, and peace to the Korean Peninsula, the Northeast Asia region, and the wider world.
Recommendations

The failure to officially end the Korean War continues to fuel deep insecurity, intense militarization, and unconscionable human costs. Pressure has failed for decades to resolve this worsening crisis. Based on this report’s findings, we recommend that the United States, South Korea, and North Korea promptly decrease military tensions by concluding a fair and binding peace agreement. A peace agreement would mark unambiguous recognition, by all sides, that wartime rights to use force have ended. It is a long overdue and mutually beneficial step that is critical to the effective resolution of the wider crisis, including nuclear and human rights issues. As the most solemn instrument available to renounce use of force, a peace agreement would demonstrate the sincerity of the parties in seeking a peaceful resolution. It would create unparalleled new momentum toward the creation of a lasting and stable peace regime in the region.

For a peace agreement to succeed, we recommend that its negotiation and conclusion be based on the following principles.

1 // Peace now: The prospective parties should conclude a peace agreement without delay or preconditions to rein in as soon as possible the growing insecurity and human costs of war. There are no legal preconditions for belligerents to conclude a peace agreement. The prospective parties should not set political preconditions.

2 // Binding peace: The prospective parties should conclude a peace agreement that is binding in international law to achieve a legal and permanent conclusion to the state of war. They may first declare an end to the war in a nonbinding instrument, if necessary, to build political momentum toward the ratification of a binding agreement.

3 // Peace as final settlement of the war: The prospective parties should recognize that a peace agreement represents a final settlement of the war. They should recognize that wartime rights to use force have ended, and that UN Security Council resolutions 82 to 84 cannot today be relied upon as a legitimate basis for use of force. The parties should recognize that a peace agreement implies the end of the Armistice and the United Nations Command. The parties should recognize the borders declared in the Armistice.

4 // Peace as foundation for a peace regime: The prospective parties should conclude peace regardless of whether they achieve consensus on aspects of the security crisis beyond the use of force. They should recognize that peace is a trust-building foundation that would facilitate consensus on these other aspects. They should commit to further pursue the resolution of the crisis through the eventual realization of a lasting and stable peace regime and through the normalization of diplomatic relations.

5 // Peace as duty: The prospective parties should recognize that a peace agreement does not represent a concession from either side: peace is mutually benefi-
cial and a duty in itself. The parties should refrain from instrumentalizing the prospect of a peace agreement as a bargaining chip for subjects beyond the use of force. These subjects should be negotiated on the basis of reciprocity and fairness. Any deviation from these principles changes the nature of negotiations and reduces the likelihood of peace.

In order to maximize the sustainability of a peace agreement, we recommend that the negotiation and realization of a subsequent peace regime be based on the following principles:

1 // Cooperative and shared security: A peace regime should be based on the pursuit of cooperative and shared security, as opposed to the confrontational and zero-sum logic of deterrence that has prevailed during the war. A peace regime should recognize that all sides are safer when they realize fair arms reduction and implement military confidence-building measures than when they compete in an arms race amid a low-trust environment.

2 // Ending the Cold War divide: A peace regime should aim to end the division of the region into Cold War blocs. A peace regime should be based on mutual recognition of each side’s right to exist, their sovereign equality, and their basic freedom to choose their own political, social, economic, and cultural system. A peace regime should recognize the right of Koreans to determine the fate of their own nation without foreign interference.

3 // Nuclear–weapons free world: A peace regime should hold all sides accountable to their responsibility in realizing a nuclear–weapons free world. A peace regime should recognize that nuclear weapons, given their immense destructive power, threaten to have catastrophic humanitarian consequences and pose grave implications for human survival.

4 // Right to peace: A peace regime should be based on the full realization of the right to peace and on the recognition that life without war is the primary international prerequisite for the full implementation of the rights and fundamental human freedoms proclaimed by the United Nations. A peace regime should be based on the protection of the inherent dignity and worth of all human beings, regardless of gender, political orientation, nationality, or other distinguishing features.

5 // Women’s participation: A peace regime should be based on the inclusion of women in the peace process, pursuant to the requirements of the Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women, as well as the Women, Peace, and Security Framework laid out in United Nations Security Council resolution 1325. A peace regime should establish procedures for the full, effective, and meaningful participation of women and civil society groups advocating for peace and redefine security away from militarism and war and toward a feminist understanding that centers human needs and ecological sustainability.
Ratification of a Peace Agreement

This report covered the key elements for a binding, final settlement of the Korean War under international law. This annex supplements that analysis by outlining the key parties’ relevant domestic legal procedures for concluding a binding peace agreement with one another.

US Ratification

Under US law, the President ratifies international agreements—though, depending on the nature of the agreement, he may have to seek advice and consent of the Senate, or in other cases the approval of Congress. US law is unsettled on which category peace agreements fall under.

The Constitution does not explicitly define who has the power to conclude or declare peace. It divides war powers by making the President the Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces and by giving Congress the power to declare wars and raise and support armies. The record nevertheless shows that the Founders decided to remain silent on the power to end war and declare peace, with representatives arguing that the power to declare peace should not be limited exclusively to Congress.

The Constitution gives the President the “power, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided two-third of the Senators present concur.” Under US law, “treaties” are different and narrower than in international law. It is well-established practice that the President may also conclude and ratify so-called sole executive agreements without going through a supermajority in the Senate, and in fact do so with great frequency. In other instances, Congress authorizes the President to conclude a certain agreement. Both types of executive agreements are still “treaties” in the eyes of international law, in the sense that they are agreements between states that are binding under international law.

Precedents suggest that peace agreements may be concluded either with advice and consent of the Senate or simply as sole executive agreements. The Treaty of Versailles ending World War I, for instance, was submitted to the Senate and famously rejected, delaying peace with Germany. The San Francisco Peace Agreement ending World War II between the United States and Japan was also submitted to advice and consent of the Senate. A relatively more recent peace agreement, the Paris Peace Accords ending US participation in the Vietnam War, was concluded as a sole executive agreement. Overall, the general trend in US practice since World War II has been toward the ratification of even major international agreements as executive agreements.

Put simply, there is no reason under international law and likely not even under domestic law that should preclude the President of the United States from ratifying a peace agreement as sole executive agreement.

Of course, from a political perspective, however, the path that would most thoroughly, durably, and credibly resolve the Korean War would be for the United States to secure consent of two-thirds of the Senate, or at least a subsequent Congressional stamp of approval as a Congressional-executive agreement. Ending the Vietnam War through a sole executive agreement left American society divided on the issue, and the United States did not normalize relations with Vietnam until two decades after peace. Ultimately, peace will come down to political will, and the more that can be demonstrated, the better.
South Korean Ratification

The South Korean Constitution is comparatively clearer on powers relating to ratification and peace. The President has the power to "conclude and ratify treaties" and specifically to "declare war and conclude peace." Meanwhile, the National Assembly has "the right to consent to the conclusion and ratification" of a host of different types of treaties, including "peace treaties." The President can therefore conclude a peace agreement and ratify it upon approval by the National Assembly. To what extent the "special interim relationship stemming from the process towards reunification" affects the rules on agreements with North Korea, however, requires clarification. A peace agreement with the North may not require approval by the National Assembly to be binding.

When the two Koreas concluded the Inter-Korean Basic Agreement of 1991, a landmark nonaggression agreement that laid down the foundations of inter-Korean relationships, disputes erupted in South Korea about its binding force. South Korean President Roh Tae-woo did not submit the agreement to the National Assembly for consent, but the agreement contained a clause providing that it would come into force upon exchange of instruments of ratification, and the two parties did so on February 19, 1992. The South Korean Constitutional Court nevertheless found that it was a mere "gentlemen's agreement," based on the Agreement's own provision that it was not an agreement between states. The South Korean Supreme Court found similarly that the Agreement could not be considered as a treaty between states or an equivalent, at least for the purpose of determining whether its provisions applied with the same force as domestic law in the South Korean legal system.

Partly in reaction to the controversy on the Basic Agreement, and partly because inter-Korean economic projects required legal certainty and protection, in 2003 South Korean President Roh Moo-hyun took the necessary steps to ensure that four inter-Korean agreements concluded by his predecessor in 2000 would get recognized as having legal force. These agreements – on investment protection, clearing settlement, double taxation, and dispute resolution – were ratified after approval by the South Korean National Assembly on June 30, 2003, and by the Presidium of North Korea's Supreme People's Assembly on July 24, 2003.

By 2005, South Korea was adopting the Development of Inter-Korean Relations Act, which clarified the legal regime for the ratification of inter-Korean agreements. Under the Act, the President has the power to conclude and ratify inter-Korean agreements, after deliberation by the State Council – the cabinet of ministers. The Act also gives the National Assembly the right to "consent to the conclusion and ratification of South-North Korean agreements which place heavy financial burdens on the State or nationals, or South-North Korean agreements concerning legislative matters." The stated scope of inter-Korean agreements that have to be submitted to the National Assembly for consent is much narrower than the scope described in the Constitution for treaties. In particular, there is no mention of "peace treaties" in the scope of the Act.

The question of the ratification of security-related agreements with the North came to the fore in 2018, when President Moon ratified the Inter-Korean Military Agreement. He did so on the basis of a State Council approval, rather than a National Assembly approval. The South Korean Ministry of Government Legislation had previously validated that approach as it did not involve heavy financial burdens or legislative matters. This suggests that a bilateral peace agreement with the North could also be ratified after State Council approval, as long as it fits those same conditions. That said, if peace is concluded in a single multilateral agreement rather than a joint series of bilateral ones, there may be disputes as to whether State Council approval is sufficient, given the involvement of parties outside the scope of the Development of Inter-Korean Relations Act.

North Korean Ratification

Under the North Korean Constitution, the Chairman of the State Affairs Commission – the Supreme Leader – has the authority to "ratify or rescind major treaties concluded with other countries." The Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly has the authority to "approve or nullify treaties concluded with other countries." The Constitution does not specify which agreements should go through this procedure. North Korea is a party to a wide variety of bilateral and multilateral treaties. There is no known instance of a dispute between the Assembly and the highest executive authority on the power to ratify.

CONCLUSION

It is important to note not just the international legal contours of a potential peace agreement to end the Korean War, but also the domestic procedural implications for each party. This is because, as previously discussed, the key element in making a peace agreement binding under international law is that the parties must demonstrate that they are consenting to be bound by the agreement. A failure of any of the parties to comply with their domestic legal requirements could undermine a case that the new agreement is binding. Further, it could weaken the signal they are sending to the other parties that they are serious about conclusively ending the war and building a peace regime.
To Avoid War with North Korea, A Change in Approach Is Needed

By Lt. Col. Daniel L. Davis, USA, ret

Kim Jong Un does not want to go to war with the United States. He has no intention of ever using his arsenal in an offensive strike against either the US or any of its allies. What he does desire, above all, is to preserve his regime and continue to rule in Pyongyang unchallenged.

To accomplish these objectives, Kim seeks to formally end the Korean War, achieve closer political and economic ties with South Korea, and see his domestic economy expand. All of this gives us enormous opportunity to ensure the security of the Peninsula and reduce the risk of war.

Alternatively, the United States could refuse to bring its policies into alignment with historic and cultural realities at play on the Peninsula and in the region and instead cling to the status quo that has reigned more or less unchanged across administrations since the early 1990s. If we do that – if we choose to maintain an approach that has manifestly failed to accomplish stated objectives – the perpetual cost to us will continue to pile up and the risk of war will remain an ever-present reality.

Given the geopolitical realities at play in 1950, there was some merit in Washington showing concern over what might happen to US interests in the Asia-Pacific region if a communist-backed regime in Pyongyang were to militarily conquer South Korea and drive the US out. The 1950–53 Korean War was fought to prevent that outcome. It effectively succeeded.

In the first few decades after the war, it also made sense for the US to retain a military presence in South Korea to prevent a repeat of the North’s invasion. As South Korea became increasingly wealthy, as its people became more educated, and as its armed forces became more modern, however, the justification for American military presence began to dwindle.

The “hermit kingdom” nature of North Korea’s regime ironically also helped tip the military balance in favor of Seoul, as its isolation stunted any hope that Pyongyang would be able to produce as solid an economy as its neighbors to the south. When the Soviet Union disintegrated in 1992, however, North Korea was locked into a permanent military and economic position of inferiority to the South from which it could never recover.

I first served in South Korea as a member of the U.S. Army in the late 1990s, serving as a US coordinator to the Second Korean Army headquartered in Taegu. Working directly with South Korean soldiers, I saw first-hand that they had improved tremendously from the rag-tag outfit that could barely conduct even basic military operations in the 1950s. They were well trained, motivated, and had vastly superior military technology to their northern counterparts. The two decades since have only seen the disparity between the two Koreas grow even greater in the South’s direction.

There has long been a belief among many in the United States that South Korea was weak militarily and that without American combat troops defending the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) that separates the two Koreas, Pyongyang forces would be able to overwhelm the South and conquer it. Since at least the mid-2000s, that has not been true.

External Contributions

The following external contributions are by authors independent from the Korea Peace Now! campaign. Their expertise on human rights, nuclear weapons, the US-ROK alliance, and the costs of war furthers the discussion of how a peace agreement can resolve the security crisis on the Korean Peninsula. The contributions represent the personal views of the authors. Their affiliations are for identifying purposes only and do not represent the views of those institutions unless specified.
Building a Durable Peace with North Korea

By Adam Mount

While North Korea does have a massive land army and an impressive artillery and missile force, it does not have the infrastructure or sufficiently modern military technology to have even a chance at conquering the South. To attempt it would be suicidal — and hence its dictator, Kim Jong Un, would not make such an attempt.

In fact, Kim is quite rational (if also brutal), and his desire to live is exactly what will restrain him from ever launching an unprovoked attack, as his grandfather did in 1950. But Kim’s desire to live — and his recognition of his relative weakness in relation to South Korea and the US — is what drove his father, Kim Jong Il, to develop a deliverable nuclear weapon.

Kim Il Sung, the first dictator in North Korea, accelerated his drive to get a nuclear weapon following the collapse of the Soviet Union when he realized that without the backing of the Russian military, he was at the mercy of both China and the United States. Kim II Sung died in 1994; his son continued the drive, finally testing a warhead in 2006.

When Kim Jong Un took over in 2011, following the death of his father, he accelerated the nuclear program yet again, and by late 2017 had allegedly succeeded in developing an intercontinental ballistic missile capable of carrying nuclear weapons to the continental United States. He did not do this to set the stage for an unprovoked attack, as many in the West are so eager to claim, but to more forcefully deter Washington from trying to attempt regime change against him. Kim wanted to deter, not attack, the US.

When the policy of the Trump Administration — at the earnest insistence of former National Security Advisor John Bolton — was to demand full denuclearization before any sanctions could be relieved against the Kim regime, we locked ourselves into a situation in which tensions will remain high and the risk of accidental war (or miscalculation leading to war) remains high. That’s not a good policy, as it has virtually no chance of succeeding.

We need, therefore, to make changes in our approach and try something that has a chance to accomplish valid US and South Korean security objectives.

A good first step would be to pursue long-term denuclearization of the Peninsula and seek short-term security gains as initial steps. That would mean opening the door to incremental, step-by-step approaches that make reciprocal action on both sides. Second, we should support South Korea’s President Moon Jae-in in his efforts to establish and expand ties with North Korea, work on joint economic development between the two countries, and negotiate an end-of-war declaration with his neighbor to the North. Anything that reduces the tensions between the two countries and lessens the chance of war is something we should pursue.

The balance of power between the US–Republic of Korea alliance and North Korea is so strong toward the US side that there is no genuine military or economic competition. Kim likely does have a small stockpile of nuclear weapons and does have potent conventional forces, but it is not a fraction of the power Washington and Seoul can bring to bear in the event of war, and Kim knows this better than anyone.

Thus, Kim is already successfully deterred and there would be no reason for America to launch a war to attack him. Our security is already guaranteed by our standard nuclear and conventional forces. The best course of action would be to minimize friction and lower the tensions between North and South Korea to preserve the security of all.

Regardless of how much we all wish it weren’t so, the fact is that Pyongyang has nuclear weapons. No amount of coercion or threats of preemptive war will compel North Korea to give up its one powerful deterrent card. Trying to force that outcome is to guarantee failure and keep alive the risk of accidentally stumbling into war.

The best way to ensure US security is to facilitate reconciliation between South and North Korea, reduce tensions so no party feels threatened, and over time work toward disarmament. Countries that are making economic progress and improving the lives of their people are the least likely to ever start a war.

Daniel L. Davis is a Senior Fellow for Defense Priorities and a former lieutenant colonel in the U.S. Army who retired in 2015 after 21 years, including four combat deployments. The views in this article are those of the author only and do not represent the opinions of any organization. Follow him @DanielLDavis1.

US policy debates on North Korea sometimes suggest that there are two irreconcilable options: pursue a peace process that accommodates the regime as a nuclear power or pursue a pressure policy to disarm it. In fact, this dichotomy is misleading. North Korea has acquired nuclear weapons, is rapidly expanding its capabilities, and has demonstrated the capability and resolve necessary to resist economic coercion. North Korean officials have repeatedly stated their intention to retain and expand their arsenal and have declined to engage in consistent and detailed negotiations on a nuclear agreement. The United States cannot disarm Pyongyang cannot be disarmed by applying pressure to force it into a single, cathartic agreement. Instead, the road to disarmament and a stable Northeast Asia requires a protracted effort to shape North Korea’s transformation and to build a relationship capable of sustaining a durable peace.

If the United States did commit to a peace agreement at the June 2018 summit in Singapore, it may in practice be a necessary prerequisite to either a partial agreement to shape the North Korean arsenal or to other diplomatic agreements that can shape North Korea’s internal evolution—both of which would be in the US interest. Conclusion of a peace agreement would not undermine the legal or political justification for a US–Republic of Korea deterrence posture. Though it may put political pressure on certain elements of the alliance, these costs are manageable given sufficient effort on the part of the South Korean government.

On the other hand, while a peace agreement might reflect and amplify diplomatic momentum with North Korea, it is unlikely that such an agreement would be sufficient to build momentum where none now exists. Any agreement to constrain the North Korean nuclear arsenal should be concluded, implemented, and verified on the basis of steps and incentives delineated in the agreement itself rather than made contingent on promises for peace or development that Pyongyang is likely to doubt.

That having been said, there are significant benefits to the United States and its allies to adopting a more holistic approach
to negotiations that resembles the Moon administration’s concept of a peace regime and might include a peace agreement.

The exclusive focus on nuclear disarmament has not only failed to achieve its stated objectives, it has also contributed to several trends that harm the interests of the United States and its allies over the long term. In the vain hope of applying pressure that could coerce Pyongyang to rapidly disarm, the United States has constructed a porous sanctions regime that has inhibited the work of humanitarian organizations, prevented the emergence of trading companies not solely dependent on the regime, and incentivized the regime to build a highly sophisticated clandestine global procurement network. The United States and its allies have virtually no influence over the internal evolution of North Korean society, including human rights, marketization, agricultural production, gender equality, and the proliferation of consumer technologies. In each of these areas, trends that could have nudged North Korea toward greater personal freedom and welfare have instead been exploited by the regime to expand its system of internal control. Military displays intended to alarm and pressure the regime have incentivized the expansion and diversification of that arsenal and may soon contribute to the adoption of destabilizing command and control procedures or the acquisition of nonstrategic nuclear capabilities. Either by diverting attention and resources away from these challenges or by actively exacerbating negative trends, the exclusive US focus on disarmament has harmed US interests in these areas.

Like the artful rhetorical device of “de-nuclearization,” North Korea’s insistence that the United States drop its “hostile policy” is an elastic and imprecise demand that can be used as a scapegoat to avoid negotiations in perpetuity. Washington and Seoul cannot meet the demand by offering to sign symbolic agreements, issuing declaratory policy, or unilaterally adjusting allied force posture on the Peninsula.

Nuclear disarmament is now impossible without a broader effort to construct a more equitable North Korea that has a greater stake in regional stability through engagement with it. Through controlled but collaborative economic projects, reciprocal conventional and nuclear arms control, and concerted humanitarian efforts, it may be possible over decades to build a relationship with North Korea that could result in a decision to eliminate its nuclear arsenal. However, because disarmament is now a long-term objective that requires a broader effort to transform our relationship with North Korea, it cannot be accomplished with any singular agreement in isolation from the rest of North Korea policy, whether a coercive disarmament agreement or a peace declaration. An agreement to end the Korean War is likely a necessary part of this broader process and should be adopted in the manner that can most effectively contribute to a more peaceful and stable relationship.

Reticence toward transforming our relationship with North Korea relies on political incentives or the mistaken belief that time is on our side. Time is not on our side: each month that passes, we run a risk of war, the North Korean arsenal expands, and the regime solidifies its control of the market economy and information technology. A more constructive effort to transform our relationship with North Korea would not constitute acceptance of that country as a nuclear power any more than a series of presidential summits has—and in any case it is misguided to allow cosmetic concerns about “acceptance” to stand in the way of effective steps to reverse North Korea’s possession of nuclear weapons. The convenient political fiction that North Korea can be disarmed by a presidential administration or a sanctions package might sound inspiring, but it is actively detrimental to US and allied interests.

A nuclear-free peninsula requires a sustained effort to build the conditions for disarmament: a more equitable North Korea and a relationship that can support a durable peace.

Adam Mount is a senior fellow and director of the Defense Posture Project at the Federation of American Scientists. He holds a Ph.D. in government from Georgetown University.

North Korea: Human Rights and a Peace Treaty

By Hazel Smith

The choice today is not between a perfect versus an imperfect policy; it is between all the options that are realistically available. In these circumstances, a peace treaty has a great deal of merit. The pursuit of a peace treaty between the United States and the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) provides a concrete negotiating goal in the face of the real-world alternatives of regime change or continuing diplomatic paralysis. It would be foolish to minimize the difficulties of achieving an agreement, but the consequences, if successful, would go far beyond the realm of state security. The foreign investment that would likely follow a peace treaty would provide jobs and lift millions of North Koreans out of poverty. Another result would be to reduce the power and reach of the state into personal and social life and, in so doing, expand and legitimize the nonstate private and civic sphere of decision-making and activity. In turn, this would provide more permissive conditions for North Koreans to challenge state abuses and to generate and implement alternative political projects for themselves.

A large number of human rights organizations have reported human rights abuses in North Korea, documenting deficiencies in political rights, such as the right to dissent; civil rights, such as due process; and social rights, such as the rights to health and food. Criticisms of the political system gain traction because of the opacity of the North Korean state, which means it is difficult to assess the scope, scale, and representative nature of specific claims. Yet the very lack of transparency and accountability of the North Korean government to its own people, let alone to outsiders, gives grounds in itself for a critique of the political system. The lack of transparency leads to worst-case-scenario speculation. There are grounds for skepticism of the most lurid accounts and a need for critique of the factual accuracy of some of the generalized claims about government food and health policies, but there is no question that individual rights are subordinated to the interests of the state and that brutal measures are routinely used to suppress dissent.

Important questions for international human rights campaigners are these: What can foreigners do? What should they do? And what are the realistic options open to external actors?

For many external interlocutors, the primary aim of any deal with North Korea should be to bring about political change toward a rights-based polity, as opposed to the current political structure, in which the North Korean state possesses institutionally uncontested authority over its citizens.
Some see this objective as being possible only if the regime is overthrown; they reject any negotiation with the DPRK as appeasement. One problem with this approach is that there is not much evidence that regime change activities using force are successful. There are exceptions; Vietnam’s invasion of Cambodia to unseat the Pol Pot regime and the UK’s intervention in Sierra Leone in the 1990s were, arguably, both ethical and effective. Yet these are all exceptions that prove the rule. Afghanistan, Libya, Iraq, and Yemen provide a more common outcome, in which external intervention designed to achieve regime change goals has ended with ongoing conflict and disastrous human consequences in terms of the numbers of innocent killed, raped, maimed, made orphans, and displaced.

In my own view, a regime-change scenario in North Korea would be unlikely to bring about the changes desired by international campaigners because the military intervention that would be required would cause widespread devastation, including possibly millions of casualties. While the Kim family may well be overthrown in such a scenario, the formation of a military government — perhaps with the appurtenance of a democratic structure as in Myanmar — would be as likely a result as absorption into a democratic South Korea, the usually unstated goal of advocates for political change.

The alternative policy of doing nothing — arguably, the current approach — has consequences that are devastating for North Korea’s population of 25 million. With an average yearly income of less than $2,000, North Koreans are some of the poorest people in the world, according to authorities ranging from the Central Intelligence Agency to the World Bank. Without some form of diplomatic initiative, the DPRK will not likely abandon what it considers its “nuclear deterrent.” UN sanctions on the civilian economy, including the ban on necessary imports for the agricultural sector, have already caused massive losses in food production. Levels of poverty as expressed in child mortality, maternal mortality, decreasing life expectancy, disease prevalence, and malnutrition will inevitably increase.

A peace treaty is a legally binding agreement between two (or more) sovereign states. Sovereignty is constituted by a legal recognition of state supremacy over territory and population at home and equality with all other sovereign states. Sovereign equality does not, of course, imply that states are equal in power but because sovereignty provides the foundational principle of international law, unless the DPRK were vanquished in war and its sovereignty forcibly extinguished, a peace treaty could not include prescriptive caveats about domestic affairs, including human rights safeguards, unless the DPRK agreed to their incorporation. Nevertheless, the consequences of a peace treaty could be transformational for North Koreans because it would likely provide the necessary conditions for the introduction of a rights-based legal system to the DPRK.

In the wake of a treaty, foreign investment restrictions would likely be eased or abandoned. Given the government’s active pursuit of foreign investment, and the potential for foreign investors in the mining, mineral, communications, and tourism sectors, there are reasons to anticipate that foreign investors would have interest in investing in the DPRK. South Korea, China, and Russia have already declared likely support for public infrastructure projects like rail, roads, and bridges. Multilateral organizations such as the World Bank and the Asian Development Bank would also be free to negotiate investment projects in North Korea.

For the North Korean government to attract the volume of investment for which it hopes, it would need to provide a legally acceptable operating environment for foreign investors in which contracts would be secure from arbitrary interference from the state. At a minimum, this would require the legal institutionalization of a new system of property rights, a functioning and transparent regulatory structure, and guarantees that an independent rule of law would prevail in disputes. Without these reforms, major foreign investors will stay away.

Legal changes would be transformational for North Koreans in that for the first time, citizens would have civil, economic, property, and social rights vis-à-vis the state. Such changes may also mean the formal abolition of the North Korean equivalent of the Chinese danwei system, in which the Party — via workplace authorities, — must give permission for many aspects of private life, including marriage, travel, and educational choices, and is the source of housing, food, and employment allocation. As in China since the 2000s, such change could bring significant improvements in personal freedoms, even though they would not likely, again as in China, entail the introduction of liberal democratic political structures.

The DPRK government is aware that legal and institutional reforms would be a quid pro quo of substantial foreign investment. Over the years, its officials have had many discussions with the Chinese government, NGOs like the Singapore-based Choson Exchange that engage in training of DPRK economic officials, and officials from international organizations and foreign governments.

The institutionalization of a system where business and individuals have rights against the state would allow recognition of new norms and practices, such as self-help and the pursuit of the interests of the family (compared to putting the state first). These are already embedded in the behavior and goals of North Koreans, particularly the younger generations that did not grow up in the Cold War days when the state really did control all economic interactions, and much else as well. These new norms have become prevalent in North Korean society via the marketization that has sustained the economy over the last 20 years, yet the state so far still refuses to recognize these psychological and social changes that have transformed the expectations and aspirations of all North Koreans. Given an inflow of foreign investment, millions of North Koreans at home will encounter foreigners through tourism and development projects. It will be very difficult for the North Korean state to maintain the political fantasy that North Korean society has not already changed in very fundamental ways.

Policy planning in respect to North Korea has been paralyzed by a reluctance to accept that we start from where we are rather than where we would like to be, combined with frustration that optimal outcomes cannot realistically be achieved by the instruments available. A peace treaty is more achievable than regime-change options, precisely because of the narrowness of its scope and the concrete nature of its aim. It is too ambitious to argue that, of itself, a peace treaty between the United States and the DPRK would bring about all the various objectives sought by human rights campaigners. Nevertheless, the peace treaty proposal provides a concrete response to the questions of what can and should be done to improve the economic and civil rights of North Koreans.

Hazel Smith Ph.D. FRSA is Professorial Research Associate, School of Oriental and African Studies
A New U.S. Strategy for the Korean Peninsula

By Jessica J. Lee

US–South Korea relations have had many ups and downs since the two countries signed the Treaty of Peace, Amity, Commerce and Navigation in 1882. Bilateral relations have come under intense strain in recent years due to President Donald Trump’s transactional approach toward cost-sharing for US defense of South Korea. As President Joe Biden takes office, a strategic rethink on US–South Korea relations must be a top priority. America needs a new strategy toward the Korean Peninsula, one that reflects the American people’s desire for a less militarized foreign policy and the long-term need for the Korean people to lead on Korean issues.

Ending the Korean War and Updating the US–South Korea Alliance

Joe Biden has pledged to revitalize American alliances as part of his strategy to “lead the world.”[1] In the case of the Korean Peninsula, President Biden will inherit a complex set of interconnected challenges, from jumpstarting talks with nuclear-armed North Korea to improving US–Republic of Korea relations.

It is in America’s long-term interests to create the conditions necessary for allies to eventually provide for their own defense rather than rely on the U.S. Armed Forces indefinitely. This was true even before the COVID pandemic, but it is especially true now as Americans reckon with inequities stemming from chronic underinvestment in domestic infrastructure while Pentagon spending has grown. Poll after poll shows that Americans want a more modest foreign policy, one that prioritizes diplomacy over military dominance and open-ended conflicts.[2] A restrained foreign policy centered on cooperation to combat transnational threats and a denial-oriented defense strategy that enhances allies’ ability to defend themselves are needed to maintain a stable Korean Peninsula.[3]

As part of a broader strategy to reduce the threat of a conflict with North Korea and strengthen South Korea’s position in the region, President Biden should declare the Korean War over and announce his intention to sign a peace treaty, to be ratified by the US Senate, formally ending the war. The status quo, which relies on the 1953 Armistice Agreement to maintain peace on the Peninsula, was never meant to be permanent. Now that it is in its 70th year, Washington must finally help to end the Korean War and restore the sovereignty of South Korea, a prosperous and democratic country that is capable of defending itself.

To get there, Washington, Seoul, and Tokyo should discuss in specific terms what ending the Korean War means for mutual defense and long-term security interests in East Asia. Such consultation should take place before moving from an end-of-war declaration to a peace treaty.

In the long run, a more stable Korean Peninsula has the potential to bring Japan and South Korea closer together. As Narushige Michishita of the National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies has argued, peace on the Korean Peninsula could present new opportunities for Japan and South Korea to advance a peaceful East Asia that serve both countries’ interests.[4] Japan’s Prime Minister Yoshihide Suga’s pragmatic outlook bodes well for strategic cooperation in this area: “Japan and South Korea are extremely important neighbors to each other. In dealing with North Korea and other issues, I believe Japan-South Korea and Japan-US cooperation are crucial.”[5]

To be sure, progress in ending the war will depend on North Korea’s cooperation. Any effort to build pressure for a precipitous withdrawal of US troops from South Korea will make progress with a political agreement very difficult.

From the US perspective, ending the Korean War and moving toward a less security-dependent South Korea has several benefits. First, it would reduce tensions on the Korean Peninsula, which is good for Americans, for Koreans, and for regional stability. Declaring the Korean War over is a cost-free way to signal US seriousness in resolving the North Korea issue through peaceful means and could induce North Koreans to take positive steps to de-escalate tensions on the Peninsula.

Second, it offers a chance to make more progress on curbing North Korea’s nuclear weapons program. As Dr. Chung-in Moon, Special Advisor to the South Korean President, noted in a May 27, 2020, webinar co-hosted by the Quincy Institute–East Asia Foundation, establishing a “linkage between gradual reduction of US troops and denuclearization” could serve as “a bargaining card” for faster denuclearization.[6]

Finally, a militarized US policy on the Korean Peninsula could heighten the already tense relationship between the United States and China. In general, Washington must resist conflating its China strategy with its Korea strategy. Middle powers in Asia such as South Korea and New Zealand, for whom China is their largest trading partner, do not wish to take sides in a Sino-US competition. Forcing US–South Korea issues within the framework of containing China is illogical, given the US need for China’s cooperation on ending the Korean War and maintaining stability on the Korean Peninsula.

Conclusion

The COVID-19 pandemic is a wake-up call to those who think that primacy must remain the goal of US foreign policy toward East Asia. It must not. The COVID pandemic is a salient reminder of the increasing need for global cooperation on a host of issues affecting people’s lives. As Congressman Ami Bera noted, this includes a careful examination of US–South Korea relations: “The next 75 years may be different than the past. World War II was the last time when the entire planet was affected by something. South Korea is not a developing nation. It’s a top nation in the world and a partner. So what will our alliance look like in the future?”[7]

American strategists need to embrace change rather than fall into the comforts of old ways of thinking. The United States played a vital role in stopping South Korea from becoming part of the North 70 years ago. It is time for the United States to make room for the Korean people to shape their own future.

Jessica J. Lee is a Senior Research Fellow on East Asia at the Quincy Institute for Responsible Statecraft.
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